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1 Introduction: Chimpanzees, Rights, and Conceptions of Personhood

In December 2013, the Nonhuman Rights Project (NhRP) filed a petition for a common law writ of habeas corpus in the New York State Supreme Court on behalf of Tommy, a chimpanzee living alone in a cage in a shed in rural New York (Barlow, 2017). Under animal welfare laws, Tommy’s owners, the Laverys, were doing nothing illegal by keeping him in those conditions. Nonetheless, the NhRP argued that given the cognitive, social, and emotional capacities of chimpanzees, Tommy’s confinement constituted a profound wrong that demanded remedy by the courts. Soon thereafter, the NhRP filed habeas corpus petitions on behalf of Kiko, another chimpanzee housed alone in Niagara Falls, and Hercules and Leo, two chimpanzees held in research facilities at Stony Brook University. Thus began the legal struggle to move these chimpanzees from captivity to a sanctuary, an effort that has led the NhRP to argue in multiple courts before multiple judges. The central point of contention has been whether Tommy, Kiko, Hercules, and Leo have legal rights. To date, no judge has been willing to issue a writ of habeas corpus on their behalf. Such a ruling would mean that these chimpanzees have rights that confinement might violate. Instead, the judges have argued that chimpanzees cannot be bearers of legal rights because they are not, and cannot be persons.

Under current U.S. law, every entity is either a person or a thing. Those exhaust the legal choices. Since habeas corpus applies only to persons, as legal “things,” Tommy, Kiko, Hercules, and Leo—like all captive chimpanzees—can be owned, and moved, or sold at their owners’ discretion (barring violations of animal welfare laws and subject to the Endangered Species Act). At the time of this writing, Kiko and Tommy remain captive in New York State. Hercules and
Leo were moved from Stony Brook University (which had them on loan) to the New Iberia Research Center in Louisiana, and in March 2018 were transferred to Project Chimps, a chimpanzee sanctuary in Georgia (Grimm 2018). So, the current cases before the courts concern only Kiko and Tommy.

The process leading up to these petitions and the first two years of the subsequent legal battle are the subject of the 2016 documentary *Unlocking the Cage*. The film has been screened and broadcast internationally, sometimes with the NhRP’s founder, president, and chief litigator, Steven Wise, present. After one screening, Steven and two of the authors of this book, Letitia Meynell and Andrew Fenton, met to discuss some of the conceptual and logical problems with the courts’ rulings. Within a few months, a team of seventeen philosophers assembled to collaborate on an *amicus curiae* brief in support of the NhRP’s appeal of Kiko’s and Tommy’s cases. This book is an expanded version of that brief, which was submitted to the New York Court of Appeals in February 2018.

**Philosophers and the law**

If you have ever had a conversation with a philosopher, you might be surprised that it is possible to get a group of philosophers to agree about anything. The seventeen of us are trained in different philosophical traditions and different styles of argument. We work in different subdisciplines of philosophy, including bioethics, philosophy of mind, political philosophy, and philosophy of science. We bring diverse views on the nature of personhood to this project. Some of us think that ‘person’ may not be a philosophically functional concept, and suspect it might be
better if philosophers stopped using it. Despite our differences, what unites us all is the conviction that the current conditions in which Kiko and Tommy are held captive constitute an outrageous injustice. They are not mere things and to treat them as if they are is morally obscene.

Another thing that unites us is the belief that the discipline of philosophy has a vital role to play in debates about defining personhood, and determining who should be counted as persons. ‘Person’ and ‘personhood’ have meant many different things at different times to different people. A survey of the complete global history of the concept would fill several large books.

In recent European and American legal and philosophical thought, ‘person’ is primarily a moral concept designating an individual’s moral standing (Chan and Harris, 2011). In legal settings, personhood matters because it is taken to identify beings with sufficiently high moral standing to deserve protection under law. As we read the various rulings in Kiko’s and Tommy’s cases, it became clear that the courts needed a philosophical analysis of their use of the term. We found that the courts had employed multiple meanings and inconsistent criteria. Worse yet, the arguments in the rulings depended on equivocating between these different meanings of personhood, producing flawed reasoning and rendering the arguments invalid. This was the subject of our amicus curiae brief.

Amicus curiae literally means a “friend of the court.” The point of these briefs is to offer information that will help judges reach a just decision. Our brief was written in this spirit, identifying and clarifying the different conceptions of personhood employed in the rulings to
date, and explaining what each, when applied rigorously and consistently, implies for Kiko’s and Tommy’s cases.

One of the strengths of the Common Law is that although it depends heavily on precedent, it also allows judges to exercise their judgment when truly unprecedented cases, like these, come before them (The Regents of the University of California 2010). They can interpret the law in novel ways so long as they are consistent with the intent and spirit of the law and the principles of justice. The Common Law can be flexible in light of changing social values and improved understanding of the relevant empirical facts. Thus, unjust decisions of the past that rested on social prejudices or ignorance need not force the courts to perpetuate the same wrongs. We know that granting Kiko or Tommy habeas corpus relief would be challenging for any judge, requiring considerable moral courage and careful legal reasoning. We hope that our brief offers useful background information and lucid conceptual analyses that can support such a judgment.

**Persons, animals, and rights**

The writ of habeas corpus has a long and storied history in legal cases that challenged the status of individuals not legally recognized as persons, including children, women, and people of color. In the following chapters, we show why the concepts of personhood underlying these decisions should also apply to Kiko and Tommy. As a legal strategy, petitioning for a writ of habeas corpus draws comparisons between chimpanzees and those humans who have historically been denied personhood. We are keenly aware that this is a fraught issue. Comparing African Americans with apes, for example, has long been a staple of racist discourse. Similarly,
comparing people with disabilities to nonhuman animals has long been a part of ableist discourse. Some advocates for these groups reject such comparisons, insisting on the radical difference between themselves and animals. Our arguments focus on continuities across humans and animals who have been denied personhood, and so run the risk of being perceived as challenging or weakening the political claims of historically marginalized groups. This is an issue we take very seriously. Our full response to it will emerge over the course of the book as we explore in some detail the connections between notions of personhood that have emerged in the context of human struggles, and the plight of Kiko and Tommy. However, it may be useful to provide some preliminary reflections from critical race and disability scholars on the intersections of these different social justice struggles.

Philosopher Syl Ko explains how “almost any good analysis of racism or coloniality usually calls attention to the degree to which racialized folks are animalized. That is, we animalize or dehumanize certain folks, individually or as groups, thereby justifying their violation” (Ko and Ko 2017: 45). Legal scholar Angela P. Harris notes that the problem with the analogy between slavery and the oppression of animals is that it is tone-deaf in a way that covertly exploits the very racism that animal liberationists claim to reject. Precisely because of the close relationship between colored people and animals in the white imagination, the invocation of the dreaded comparison—the chained slave next to the chained animal in a sinister visual rhyme—itself calls out the structures of feeling that have undergirded racism for so long. The comparison implicitly constructs a gaze under which slaves and animals appear alike. This is the sentimental gaze of the
privileged Westerner who “saves” those less fortunate, the voiceless masses whether human or animal (Harris 2009: 25-26).

For Ko, *animality* and *race* are related constructs, concepts that white Europeans have used to separate themselves as both morally and legally superior—one picks out *Homo sapiens* as superior beings, while the other privileges European whiteness. Similarly, Sylvia Wynter argues that the domain of the “human” includes a particular way of being, exemplified by a code of conduct that acts as a conceptual marker for European whiteness as the ideal way of being *Homo sapiens* (Wynter 2015). For this reason, Ko argues that “If animalizing people is problematic, humanizing them is even worse” because it conceives of a person or group as only “like they are humans,” (Ko and Ko 2017: 21) granting them moral status if and to the extent that they conform to the ideal of European whiteness. Thus, humanization is not merely the act of asserting that one is *Homo sapiens*, but of asserting one’s resemblance to white people.

Harris, likewise, notes how the concepts of “animal” and “wild” have been used to undergird the oppression of both African Americans and Native Americans (and, of course, other Indigenous peoples worldwide). “The very notion of what is ‘animal’ and what is ‘wilderness’ has been shaped by an European epistemology that has left certain peoples on the wrong side of the paper” (Harris 2009: 32).

We acknowledge that the intersection of race and animality in philosophical (and legal) discussions of personhood is a fraught and painful space, both historically, and currently. In particular, many African Americans may understandably bristle at the legal strategy of
employing as precedent habeas corpus relief for enslaved Africans (for example, the 1772 British Somerset v. Stewart case [Wise 2005]) in an effort to free nonhuman primates. Black scholars have argued, for example, that comparisons between chattel slavery and animal agriculture, when harnessed to gain the support of racially oppressed peoples, can sometimes constitute “emotional blackmail” (Sebastian-McJetters 2015), allowing racism to serve as “the positive and negative foil for making a case for the…emancipation of nonhuman beings” (Weheliye 2016:10). Such comparisons frequently and falsely presuppose the post-racialist notion that anti-Black racism has mostly been overcome.

Similar worries have been expressed within the disability community about exploiting their experiences to support the claims of animals (e.g., Carlson 2009). Sunaura Taylor argues persuasively that “One of the most prevalent lines of argument in defense of animal rights is structured around ableist assumptions about cognitive capacity coupled with a rhetorical instrumentalization of disabled people” (Taylor 2017: 67). Taylor cautions against the strategy—common among animal rights advocates—of making comparisons between animals and the intellectually disabled since they inevitably “miss the more important point that a focus on specific human and neurotypical ‘morally relevant abilities’ harms both populations” (Taylor 2017: 69).

As a group, we are united in a commitment to eradicating practices of oppression wherever we encounter them. Like Ko, we reject the notion that animality justifies oppression or moral and legal inferiority. Indeed, given the ways that racist, speciesist, and ableist hierarchies are entangled, mutually reinforcing, and energize each other (Kim 2015, Taylor 2016), we believe
that challenging the oppression of animals will often be a constructive strategy for other social justice struggles.

Of course, much depends on the details of the arguments. Analogies and comparisons between groups and across species can be drawn in ways that illuminate or obscure fundamental moral and political distinctions. Alice Crary (2018), who similarly rejects the inferiority of animality, argues that:

Given that the notion of ethically charged distinctions between ‘lower’ and ‘higher’ animals is in fact still rampant in our culture, and given that this notion has historically been, and still is, integral to rhetoric that contributes to the subjugation of socially vulnerable groups of people—including, not only the cognitively disabled, but also the physically disabled, people identified as non-white, women, the gender-non-conforming, the very old, etc.—we need to be especially careful in tracing out lines of filiation between the lives of animals and the lives of members of human groups who confront systematic forms of bias. (Crary 2018: 21)

As we develop our arguments, we have tried throughout the book to take these entanglements into account. Our focus is on the case for chimpanzee personhood. When we say that chimpanzees are persons, we aim to broaden the concept of person, to include chimpanzees without excluding other humans and other persons. We reject any construction of personhood that fails that test.
The argument

There are three rulings on Kiko’s and Tommy’s cases that appear to rely upon three distinct notions of personhood. The first ruling, by the Third Department of the Appellate Division of the New York Supreme Court, recognizes the “great flexibility and vague scope” of habeas corpus (People ex rel. Nonhuman Rights Project, Inc. v. Lavery [2014]: 3), but nonetheless maintains that it has only ever been applied to members of our species, and this is the clear intent of the law. That is the first conception of personhood -- a species membership conception -- used by the courts. They also maintain that historically this right and, by implication, all legal rights have been connected to “the imposition of societal obligations and duties” that stem from “principles of social contract” (People ex rel. Nonhuman Rights Project, Inc. v. Lavery [2014]: 3). This subtly shifts from a view that membership in our species confers personhood and legal rights to a social contract view, the second conception of personhood the courts used. Finally, there is some suggestion that membership in the human community is ultimately what confers personhood and legal rights, as clearly expressed in the ruling by the First Department of the Appellate Division of the New York Supreme Court. It recognizes that not all humans can bear duties, but maintains that they are nonetheless persons because they are “members of the human community” (Matter of Nonhuman Rights Project, Inc. v Lavery [2017]: 6), thus introducing a third distinct conception of personhood.²

Each of these different conceptions supports different reasoning regarding personhood. The first, species membership, is untenable due to its arbitrary character. The other three, when properly
understood, entail that Kiko and Tommy can qualify as persons. On these grounds we agree with the NhRP that it is unjust to deny Kiko and Tommy habeas corpus relief.

In the next four chapters we explore these three conceptions of personhood, revisiting the arguments presented in the *amicus curiae* brief. In the final chapter, we summarize the argument of the book, and explore with caution a third possible category for nonhumans, that of sentient being. We conclude by looking at some implications for animals beyond chimpanzees. We include here background and detail we couldn’t provide in the original brief due to limits on its length. Although we are now a group of thirteen rather than seventeen authors, the basic structure and character of the argument remains the same. Our goal is not to provide a positive account of personhood. Instead we describe and assess the three conceptions of personhood that can be found in the court decisions, and a fourth introduced by the NhRP. Each of these conceptions reflects a view that can be found in the public imagination and in the philosophical and legal literature. Our aim is to explain these conceptions, evaluate their plausibility, and elucidate what each implies for the question before the courts: Are Kiko and Tommy persons with a right to habeas corpus relief?
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2 The Species Membership Conception

Introduction to species membership

The Third Department notes that in the past habeas corpus has only been granted to members of our species, *Homo sapiens*, and relies on this precedent for enforcing a species conception of personhood that excludes Kiko and Tommy (*People ex rel. Nonhuman Rights Project, Inc. v. Lavery* [2014]: 3). The idea is that all and only members of the human species are recognized as persons by the law, and exceptions can be justified solely on the basis of some—currently unspecified—relation to members of our species, which is why in some legal contexts corporations can be treated as persons. If this is right, the courts are using a biological classification to determine the proper scope of legal rights and protections.

We reject the use of biological classifications in general, and the species *Homo sapiens* in particular, as a good basis for determining personhood. We begin by pointing out that current thinking has abandoned the idea that there are essences to species, or that species are natural kinds; it follows that there is no “human nature” upon which to ground personhood. Despite what we now know, in the past reliance on biological classifications for moral standing resulted in deeply troubled practices. The same biological essentialism that underlies the idea that there are morally relevant characteristics shared by all and only members of our species has been used to support the hierarchical classification of kinds *within* our species. Indeed, the role of biology as a discipline in rationalizing discrimination against various human groups stands as a cautionary tale of the ways in which social prejudices can infiltrate the sciences and gain further social
traction from that alliance.

We argue in this chapter that taxonomy alone provides insufficient grounds for determining personhood, but we do contend that biology is relevant to figuring out who is a person. As we show in Chapter 5, the life sciences are crucial for identifying which creatures have the capacities that are often thought to be relevant for personhood. Thinking that capacities are relevant to the definition of personhood is a pretty plausible view—it is the one the NhRP defends. Thinking that the taxonomies employed by biologists can define persons is not.

**Species membership, essentialism, and natural kinds**

The fundamental problem with the Species Membership approach is that it is trying to make a biological category do normative work. The concept of ‘personhood,’ with all its moral and legal weight, is not a biological one, and it cannot be meaningfully derived from the taxonomic category Homo sapiens. Species is only one level of biological classification that reflects what is sometimes called the “Tree of Life.” This is a nested hierarchy showing the comparative relationships of all organisms. Humans, members of the species Homo sapiens, and chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) are not only different species but have been placed in different genera (Homo and Pan, respectively). However, they belong to the same family, Hominidae, and so share every other more general classification (order: Primates; class: Mammalia; etc.).

Despite its troubled history and contrary to the evidence, the idea that Homo sapiens has a unique, universal, and stable essence has been remarkably resilient. On this essentialist view, we
can specify the properties that are both necessary and sufficient to identify any individual organism as a member of the species. Contemporary philosophers, biologists, and other natural scientists have suggested that this approach is antiquated, and indeed historians have pointed out that it has been controversial throughout its history (McOuat 2009; Lovejoy [1936] 2001). Biology in particular has provided crucial evidence against essentialist approaches to species classification; since *Homo sapiens* is a category of species, essentialism fails here as well.

Contemporary philosophers of biology often associate essentialism with natural kinds. Over the centuries, many people have thought that species are natural kinds. Since natural kinds effectively “carve nature at its joints” (Plato [360 B.C.E.] 1925: II 265e), they are thought to be especially important in the sciences. However, whether such natural divisions are neat and fundamental, or rough and contingent, has been up for debate, and the meaning of “natural kind” has shifted along with the metaphysical assumptions that undergird it. Although specialists continue to debate the subject, contemporary philosophers typically think of natural kinds as groupings of things that are objective rather than subjective, arbitrary, or artificial. Natural kinds are thought to permit scientists to draw inferences about how members of various kinds participate in natural laws. Whereas gold and silver are both natural kinds, “the set of all things weighing over fifty pounds” is not. This view takes natural kinds to have certain essential properties that are necessary and sufficient for identifying individuals as members of a kind. The same biological evidence that undermines the idea of species essences suggests that species are not natural kinds (in this sense) either.

It is tempting to suppose that, even if biological taxonomy cannot do the moral work by itself,
when one really understands the types of beings that are grouped into the taxon *Homo sapiens*, we will recognize a human nature that has a unique moral character and deserves a special legal status. But this just ignores the biology. If there are no essential properties enjoyed by all and only members of our species, then there is no underlying, biologically robust, and universal human nature upon which moral and legal rights can rest. Moreover, any attempt to specify such properties either includes members of other species or risks leaving out a considerable number of humans—often the most vulnerable in our society.

**The troubled history of biological taxonomy**

In this section, we trace a thread through the history of biological taxonomy, focusing on entanglements between essentialist definitions of species (and *Homo sapiens* in particular) and some of the ideologically driven, socio-political applications for which these have been co-opted. Although our discussion focuses primarily on race and sex essentialisms, we would be remiss to ignore the parallels to ableism and to the discrimination and harm suffered by people with disabilities. Disability has historically been, and continues to be, deeply entangled with racist and sexist ideologies (Boster 2013; Taylor 2017).

In the scientific traditions of Europe, the idea that the organic world could be sorted into natural kinds can be traced back to Aristotle. At the same time, Aristotle noticed the continuity of organic life and articulated a vague “hierarchy of being” into which organisms could be sorted. This came to be called the Great Chain of Being (*Scala Naturae*) (Lovejoy [1936] 2001; Archibald 2014)—an idea taken up by the neo-Platonists in the early Christian era. In this image
of Creation, God is at the top with Man (and we do mean ‘man’) below, and standing atop a hierarchical ordering of Earthly beings. We can still see this thinking in ordinary ways of talking about higher and lower organisms—a bad habit that sneaks into contemporary scientific papers from time to time (Rigato and Minelli 2013).

In the 16th and 17th centuries, as the study of biology became increasingly systematized, the challenges of classification became particularly acute. As Europeans conquered and colonized new lands, biologists acquired more and more specimens; but they did not have a unified and rigorous method for naming or classifying them. Carl Linnaeus brought order to this chaos in the 1730s by introducing the practice of binomial naming, and the basic structure for classifying species within nested hierarchies that scientists still employ today. His system grouped organisms on the basis of physical similarities and differences, allowing biologists to specify the characteristics that made each organism a member of its kind (Müller-Wille 2008; Daston and Galison 2007). The elegance and power of the Linnaean system, when mixed with contemporaneous ideas about natural law and scientific methods, made it prone to essentialist interpretations.

Linnaeus’s work did not sit in a cultural vacuum, but reflected and ultimately helped to reify contemporary ideas about racial and sexual difference. By the early 18th century, Euro-American slavery had been thoroughly racialized, driven by the political economy of the Atlantic slave trade (Roberts 2016). The laws of coverture, determining the secondary status of women, were also firmly ensconced in the Common Law (Stretton and Kesserling 2013). Biological classifications were used to naturalize these (among other) inequitable laws and practices. Sex was a central organizing feature of Linnaeus’s work, and although he does not appear to have
had essentialist views of race himself, he identified four varieties of human that were
differentiated by skin color and geographical location (Müller-Wille 2015). Over the Modern
period, whether non-whites and women were legally considered persons, part persons, parts of
other persons, or non-persons was a slippery and changeable question; nonetheless, members of
these groups were systematically denied many of the most basic rights that were supposedly the
birthright of persons.

The juxtaposition of Euro-American chattel slavery with the growth of liberal and democratic
principles identifying all men (and sometimes even women) as equal is baffling. Indeed, Charles
Mills claims that to explain it one needs a robust theory of ignorance that elucidates the role of
“not knowing” in white supremacy (Mills 1996). The biological sciences often played an
important role, if not in the origins of the racist and sexist practices and laws that characterized
modern Europe and its colonies, then in subsequent justification and reification of these
injustices which made them so resistant to change. To modify somewhat Londa Schiebinger’s
diagnosis of the situation, if non-Europeans and women “were not to be given rights in the newly
imagined democratic orders, the nature of [these humans] had to be investigated and shown to be
unworthy” (Schiebinger 1996: 170).

By the turn of the 19th century, a variety of research programs into human differences were
underway. They assumed that there was an ideal human form of mind and body, free from
imperfections, and those who failed to meet this ideal were deficient. Although presented as
value-neutral, these research programs presupposed the existence of fundamental differences
between the races (Gould 1996) or sexes (Schiebinger 1989) that rendered members of an ever
shifting set of racial groups, or women, to be naturally unsuitable to fully participate in political
and economic life by virtue of their biological characteristics. As the century progressed, innovations in mathematics offered new ways of doing science. Statistics allowed scientists to investigate social ills and devise political remedies in radical new ways. In some respects these methods offered an alternative to essentialist thinking; in others, they recapitulated it. All too often scientifically-minded social reformers focused their efforts on the *average* person, leaving no place in their idealized vision of society for people who deviated too much from the norm (Davis 2006). Thus, people with disabilities, the mentally ill, and others deemed socially undesirable were increasingly pathologized and thought of as problems for science to solve (Kevles 1985). The essentialist presuppositions that informed much of this work implied that the putative deficiencies in members of these groups were inevitable. Although it was acknowledged that education and “right upbringing” might alleviate these deeply entrenched biological deficiencies to a modest extent, the divergence of members of these groups from the normative human justified their subordination and exclusion from (or marginal access to) political and economic activities.

The hierarchy of the Great Chain of Being played a particular role in racism, invariably placing Europeans at the top and typically placing Africans at the bottom as the link between the rest of humanity and the apes (Gould 1996). As Clare Kim (2015) notes, this places efforts to gain legal rights for nonhuman animals at a “dangerous crossing” with progressive anti-racist movements. The use of legal precedents granting basic rights to people of color rhetorically reasserts the continuous hierarchy of the Great Chain of Being that placed non-whites next to the apes, and Africans closest of all. That this ordering simply makes no sense in terms of contemporary evolutionary biology is cold comfort when it still seems to inform institutionalized practices of
white supremacy (Alexander 2012), and when it still slips into contemporary scientific research programs (see Gould 1996 and Gannett 2004 for critiques).

Early theories of evolution subtly shifted from the Great Chain of Being to the Tree of Life. The similarities and differences schematized in Linnaean classifications were interpreted as degrees of relatedness between various organisms, lineages chronicling the history of ancestor-descendant relations. Through an evolutionary lens, the nested hierarchy of classification transformed into a kind of family tree. The great insight of Charles Darwin (a century after Linnaeus) was that the differences between species did not reflect discrete categories, but instead were the product of a gradual process of natural selection. Darwin (1859) emphasized the diversity found within organic populations, pointing out that the heritable variations that tend to help individuals survive and reproduce in their natural environments become more common in subsequent generations. This results in a slow accumulation of changes, producing distinct varieties within a population, and eventually new species. Humans and chimpanzees share a common ancestor; through various evolutionary processes, including natural selection, this ancestral population diverged and evolved to exhibit the characteristics the descendant populations have today. Darwin’s emphasis on variety exploded the notion that the members of biological groups necessarily had either hard borders or shared a set of essential characteristics.

Darwin also expunged the progressivism from evolution. Rather than lineages moving toward perfection, natural selection produced populations that were adapted to their environments—organisms well-suited for the particular niches they inhabited. The idea of some contemporary populations being more evolved than others in some absolute sense is incoherent from a
Darwinian standpoint. Although the morphology of a contemporary species may have changed little, if at all, from its ancestor millions of years ago, it is no less evolved for that. Indeed, this stability suggests it is extremely well-adapted to its environment, and selection pressures have stopped it from drifting into multiple divergent forms. Throughout the history of life on this planet, different types of organisms evolved at different times, producing new niches in which other organisms might thrive, but this is a far cry from a hierarchical ordering or some inevitable march towards perfection (Gould 1998).

Nonetheless, in the 19th century and well into the 20th century, evolutionary ideas mixed with various social theories, notions of essences, and views on progress to horrific effect. Eugenics movements throughout Europe and the Americas were premised on the idea that various groups—the mentally ill, sexual “deviants,” the poor, people with disabilities, and various racialized groups (including not only the geographical races identified by Linnaeus, but also the Irish, Roma, Jews, and various Indigenous peoples)—were suboptimal variants in the population. While some bemoaned progressive social theories that allowed such groups to thrive and grow in number, others aimed to curtail their social power and limit their numbers through draconian and sometimes deadly social policies. Yet others sought to eliminate particular groups altogether. The “final solution” pursued by the Nazis in the Holocaust might not have been primarily influenced by Social Darwinism, but its magnitude was certainly enabled by Social Darwinists in Europe and North America turning a blind eye to the atrocities.

After World War II, scientists moved away from the kinds of essentialist, typological thinking that was characteristic of scientific racism, and instead toward a population-based approach
(Gannett 2001). In 1950 and 1951, UNESCO convened a group of prestigious sociologists, anthropologists, and biologists to author a statement on race. They maintained,

...[T]he term ‘race’ designates a group or population characterized by some concentrations relative as to frequency and distribution of hereditary particles (genes) or physical characteristics, which appear to fluctuate and often disappear in the course of time by reason of geographic and/or cultural isolation.

(UNESCO 1950: 31)

They suggested perhaps doing away with the term ‘race’ altogether in favor of “ethnic groups” (UNESCO 1950: 31), noting that although populations maintained some distinctiveness through *intrabreeding*, *interbreeding* between populations “has been going on from the earliest times” (UNESCO 1950: 33). This was in keeping with the later discovery that the vast majority of genetic variation (85%) is found within populations (Lewontin 2006). These statements brought the human sciences in line with the “Modern Synthesis” in biology, which united Darwinian evolution, genetics, and population biology into a single theory.

Population-thinking gives a very different image of the relationship between human racial or ethnic groups (and, indeed the diversity of abilities and genders throughout our species) compared to the Great Chain of Being or a genealogical Tree of Life. A coarse-grained view of the history of racial diversity would look more like a *braided river*, with smaller populations breaking off from a larger one only to join back again in the future. As noted by the UNESCO group, at a fine-grained view, not even this structure is strictly true. Biologists call this
interbreeding “gene flow” and recognize that, although it is often thought of as what binds the members of a species together, it occasionally happens across species through a process known as hybridization. They typically ignore the fine-grained analysis because it is too complicated, preferring instead the coarse-grained view. Perhaps the best image for human racial diversity is a fabric with each population or ethnic group a thread connected to every other, if only indirectly (Gannett 2004). As a number of philosophers of biology have noted, one can impose a tree structure on the population of contemporary Homo sapiens by using contemporary genetic and statistical techniques—computers make this remarkably easy—but it is not clear why one would want to do so. Certainly, it will tell you something about the ancestral relationships between humans, but what it tells you will depend on the type of genetic data and statistical methods you happen to use, as well as on the number of terminal branches into which you sort your population (Gannett 2004; Spencer 2016).

This history charts a path from a commitment to species essences—the premise that there is a set of properties shared by all and only the members of any given species—to an understanding that all organisms on the planet are related, with each individual being unique in some ways while being just like its relatives in other respects. Running parallel to, and intertwining with, this scientific history of discovery and classification is a political history of oppression. Essentialist biological taxonomies within the human species were informed by preceding practices of colonialism and enslavement, and were developed in ways that helped to justify the continuation of practices that violated people’s basic rights, relegating the majority of humans on the planet to some incoherent mix of both person and thing, or not persons at all. Similar stories can be told about essentialist biological theories of sex (Fausto-Sterling 2001) and of disability (Davis
2006), although these diverge from the story of taxonomic kinds.

The history of human taxonomy reveals how biology has informed the concept of personhood, but in pernicious ways that supported ideology and the vested interests of the powerful. It further reveals that personhood is a flexible concept that has changed significantly, even in recent history. Any attempt to base personhood on species membership must come to terms with this social and political history and take pains to draw upon the best contemporary biological science, which refutes the essentialist assumptions that informed pre-Darwinian conceptions of species, race, sex, and disability.

**Species in contemporary biology**

Despite the indications that Darwinian evolution was inconsistent with essentialist taxonomies, many biologists in the 20th century attempted to discover the true essences of species (Ereshefsky 2017). The project was to define the term ‘species’ so that it picked out biological natural kinds (in the essentialist sense). In effect, the task was to specify an essence for species as a taxonomic level that could be applied to determine the essences of each species and so classify all members of the organic world.

Essentialism about particular species entails that anyone should be able to determine the species of a particular organism by observing that it has certain properties—properties that *all* members of the species have, and that are exhibited *only* by members of that species. Since species essentialism requires that this set of properties can effectively *define* the species, it also requires that this definition is *stable* with respect to the place and time in which you are looking. You
should be able to identify a particular individual as a member of the species regardless of the context in which you encounter it. If a dog is essentially a highly social and furry quadruped with a wet nose who pants when overheated, then you should be able to say with confidence that Rex is a dog whether you found him on the sidewalk or on another planet.

The gradualism of evolution suggests that there are unlikely to be any species essences to discover. Evolutionary theory reveals that the category of species violates every requirement of species essentialism and therefore cannot be described in terms of natural kinds. There are three central reasons for this.

(i) There are no properties that are necessary for an organism to be a member of a particular species—no properties that are universally exhibited by all members of that species across their lifetimes. Instead, there is a substantial amount of variation among organisms within a species. In fact, diversity within a species is a precondition for natural selection to even take place.

(ii) There is no property (nor set of properties) that is sufficient to identify an organism as a member of a particular species—no traits that are unique to a particular species such that only members of that species can, and do, exhibit it. Instead, there is a great deal of similarity across species because all organisms on the planet are more or less closely related to each other. It is often the case that the more closely related two species are, the more similar they tend to be.
(iii) There are no stable properties of species—no traits that can always define a species regardless of when in history one looks. Instead, species change over time—they evolve. Even if all members of a species shared some characteristic at one time, this would probably not be true of all their descendants, and it was definitely not true of all their ancestors.

These facts about the process of evolution and the character of living organisms creates a fundamental problem for scientists studying the classification of organisms, referred to as the Species Problem. This problem arises when biologists attempt to agree on how to define the concept of taxonomic species. At least twenty different definitions have been suggested (Ereshefsky 2017: Section 1). While among sexual species interbreeding has often been used to define the boundaries of species groups, this is controversial and leads to its own set of problems and counterexamples, from ligers or mules to the eastern coyote.7

Evolutionary theory disrupts not only essentialism about species, but also essentialism about all taxonomic categories—the entire Tree of Life (Doolittle and Bapteste 2007), from domains, to kingdoms, to phyla, and down the organizational hierarchy. Evolutionary theory facilitates the grouping aspect of classification, offering a principled criterion for clustering organisms together—shared ancestry—but offers no clear criteria for the level at which to rank them. Whether an ancestral grouping (a “clade”) should be considered a variety, subspecies, species, superspecies, subgenus, or genus is an open question.

Given the Species Problem, how can biologists make meaningful use of the concept of species?
Contemporary biologists often find it more useful to make generalizations about populations of taxonomically related organisms rather than species. Indeed, this was the lesson that many biologists took from the Modern Synthesis. When it is necessary to discuss a species at all, it is most accurate to consider a species as analogous to a biological individual—a spatiotemporally distinct entity that is born when it splits off from an ancestor (often one that is shared with another species), changes over time in response to the environment, and eventually dies (by going extinct, or splitting into two or more new species—its descendants) (Ereshefsky 2017: Section 2.2).

When understood as a biological classification, it is difficult to see why species, or indeed any other taxonomic category, should bear any moral weight. What counts as a species is a highly contingent decision, and no essential properties are shared by all members of a species to justify special moral status. There are capacities that might typically be shared by the members of a particular species that are morally relevant, but then it is the capacities – not species -- doing the ethical work. Species membership is at best a heuristic that aids a superficial assessment of moral status.

**Homo sapiens and human nature**

The Species Problem applies to humans as well. Like all species, *Homo sapiens* is a product of evolution. As such, three observations about humans are unsurprising.

(1) There is a substantial amount of similarity between humans and members of other
species (especially our closest kin).

(2) There is significant variation among humans.

(3) Characteristics we currently associate with humans (as a species) are subject to change over evolutionary time.

It is challenging to identify any set of traits unique to and universal among Homo sapiens. Most either leave out some humans, or include other types of organisms. We can arguably come up with a very limited set of characteristics that are unique to Homo sapiens who are alive right now, such as common ancestry, or similar mitochondrial DNA. Critically, these are few and far between, none of them are stable across evolutionary time or robust across contexts, and they all fail to be salient to any moral qualities or to the attribution of personhood (Hull 1986).

We examine (1), (2), and (3) in turn, and consider their implications for the concept of human nature, and for any attempt to identify personhood as essentially a human quality.

There is a substantial amount of similarity between humans and members of other species (especially our closest kin)

There have been many efforts to identify characteristics that are uniquely human and separate us definitively from the rest of the animal kingdom. As more is learned about the lives of other animals, however, traits once believed to be specific to humans are discovered to be shared by members of other species (Andrews 2015). Examples include the use or creation of tools by a wide variety of nonhuman animals (including some primates, cetaceans, corvids, and
cephalopods), self-awareness, the development of communication systems, rationality, and autonomy (see Chapter 5).

When two species share a trait, this can be for a variety of reasons, including shared ancestry or convergent evolution. When it comes to closely related species, most differences are differences of degree, not kind. As we discuss in Chapter 5, chimpanzees and humans have many similarities, which is to be expected when two species share a recent common ancestor. But the significant similarity between humans and our closest relatives might be particularly difficult for us to see because our evolutionary proximity has often been overlooked. Chimpanzees are about as closely related to humans as African elephants are to Asian elephants. The lineages that include humans and chimpanzees, respectively, diverged from a common ancestor about four to eight million years ago (Grabowski and Jungers 2017). By comparison, it has been approximately six million years since the existence of the most recent common ancestor of African elephants (including the ‘savannah’ or ‘bush’ elephant *Loxodonta africana* and the ‘forest’ elephant *Loxodonta cyclotis*) and their smaller-eared counterpart, Asian elephants (*Elephas maximus*) (Rohland *et al.* 2010).9

A kind of prejudice might be responsible for our tendency to perceive our species as radically distinct from others in the animal kingdom. A number of theorists (e.g., Diamond 1993: 97; Goodman *et al.* 1998; Wildman *et al.* 2003) have argued that chimpanzees and bonobos (*Pan paniscus*) ought to be reclassified, alongside humans, in the genus *Homo*. This thought is not new. In the 18th century, Linnaeus wrote to a colleague that his reasons for placing Man in a distinct genus had more to do with placating theologians than with the principles of natural
history.

But I ask you and the whole world for a generic differentia between man and ape which conforms to the principles of natural history. I certainly know of none… If I were to call man ape or vice versa, I should bring down all the theologians on my head. But perhaps I should still do it according to the rules of science.¹⁰

Taxonomic decisions like this are open to revision; this is the lesson of the Species Problem. But here, again, we might reasonably worry that politics and prejudice will have as big a role in the ultimate decision as science.

**There is significant variation among humans**

There have been many efforts to identify characteristics exhibited by every single member of the species *Homo sapiens*. Pinning these down, it is thought, might provide a foundation for our shared human experience, humanity, human nature, and personhood.

Consider three characteristics that seem at first glance to be excellent candidates for a biological foundation of human nature: language, rationality, and morality. Each of these traits invariably falls afoul of the fact that not all humans share it (Hull 1986: 5-6). Linguistic, cognitive, and moral capacities vary greatly among humans. We all spend part of our lives without the ability to linguistically communicate, to make rational inferences, or to engage in moral decision making. Indeed, some of us never acquire these capacities, or only acquire them to a limited extent. Thus,
none of these candidate traits offers a definitive foundation for identifying an individual as a member of *Homo sapiens*, or for grounding human nature or personhood in biological species membership.

Variation is characteristic of all living populations, and we should expect the members of any species to display a wide variety of traits and capacities. Not even the ability of humans to reproduce with one another (interbreeding being one of the favored solutions to the Species Problem) is universally shared across all members of *Homo sapiens* (for example, due to choice, isolation, or sterility). Current biomedical efforts to produce human-nonhuman chimeras (thus creating interspecies gene flow) further complicate this criterion for species (Crozier *et al.* 2016), as does the possibility of creating human-chimpanzee hybrids—a horrific suggestion that has received some recent endorsement (Barash 2018).

Genetics might seem to offer at least a tenuous avenue for identifying species membership. The vast majority of our genome is shared with other organisms (98-99% with chimpanzees), but even the small part that is unique to humans is not identical in every human. And even if a specific genetic sequence were found in every living human, two further problems arise. First, this is a fragile way to identify *Homo sapiens* since any modification to, or exception from, this sequence (for example by mutation or sexual recombination) could produce a nonhuman identical to humans in every other way. Second, it is far from clear that this purely genetic difference would be of any moral significance, let alone significant enough to provide a criterion for personhood.
Characteristics we currently associate with humans (as a species) are subject to change over evolutionary time

Our species, like every other, is subject to evolution. For example, the ability to digest lactose in adulthood evolved relatively recently in humans (approximately 7500 years ago in central Europe), and only in populations where milk-producing livestock were domesticated (Gerbault et al. 2011). No living species is immune to all of the factors (e.g., natural selection, genetic drift, artificial genetic modification, or hybridization) that influence the trajectory of evolution.

Once again we see how a kind of bias might be responsible for our tendency to perceive our species as if it were evolutionarily stable, protected from change over evolutionary time (Tattersall 2017). The fact that none of our closest hominid relatives survived to the present day means that the continuities between humans and other apes might be especially difficult for us to notice.

This raises probing considerations. Suppose Neanderthals (Homo neanderthalensis) or Homo floresiensis had survived into the current era. They would be another living hominid species. It is an open question whether they would have human rights. The recent discovery that Neanderthals interbred with modern Homo sapiens in Europe might lead scientists to redefine these two species into one but, again, the lesson of the Species Problem is that this would be a contingent decision. There are no natural facts to conclusively decide the matter.

In sum, biology does not support the assertion that personhood can be rationally grounded in
being human, because there is no evolutionarily stable and essential property (nor set of
properties) universal and unique to the species *Homo sapiens*, except ones (such as common
ancestry) that have no moral bearing. David DeGrazia makes a similar point, concluding that,
“To single out species as the unique biological basis for moral status is as silly intellectually as it
is self-serving for those in whom species prejudice operates strongly” (DeGrazia 2007: 314). If
the courts decide to use a biological classification to determine who has legal status, they should
explain why species membership should be preferred over, say, genus membership. After all, the
lesson of Darwinism is that there are no hard and fast distinctions among any of the categories in
the Tree of Life, but only a nested organizational hierarchy.

**Conclusions regarding species membership**

We endorse the idea that the biological sciences must inform legal practice, but we do not
believe that species membership can rationally be used to determine who is a person or a rights
holder. The concept of personhood, with all its moral and legal weight, is not a biological
concept and cannot be meaningfully derived from the biological category *Homo sapiens.*
Species—including *Homo sapiens*—are not categories identifiable by essences. It follows that
there is no method for determining an underlying, biologically robust, unique, and universal
human nature upon which moral and legal rights can be thought to rest. Any attempt to specify
such a concept either leaves out a considerable number of humans—often the most vulnerable in
our society—or includes members of other species.

To many humans, the idea that all and only members of our species could possibly be persons
seems compelling; it takes some appreciation of contemporary biology to understand why such a conception is simply not going to work. When we look at the history of biology, we see that the same essentialism and species hierarchy that places our species morally above all others has played a role in maintaining white supremacy, and in oppressing women and other persons deemed deficient for various reasons. While biology as a discipline is tainted by this early history, contemporary biology repudiates it. Biologists have discovered that all organisms on the planet are related, each individual being unique in some ways, and just like its relatives in other respects.

The NhRP seeks to have Kiko and Tommy classified as persons based on the capacities they share with other persons. If persons are defined as ‘beings who possess certain capacities,’ and *Homo sapiens* usually possess those capacities, then being a member of *Homo sapiens* can be used to predict with some accuracy that a particular individual will have those capacities, and be a person. But it is arbitrary to utilize species membership alone as a condition of personhood, and it fails to satisfy the basic requirement of justice that we treat like cases alike. It picks out a single characteristic as the one that confers rights, without providing any reason for thinking it has any relevance to rights.
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3 The Social Contract Conception

Introduction

A social contract theory holds that at least some features of our moral and legal relationships are products of a social contract. Our aim in this chapter is to argue that, on plausible interpretations of social contract theory, nonhuman animals such as Kiko and Tommy can be persons with rights.

There are two main kinds of social contract theory. The first, contractarianism, descends from the social contract theory of Thomas Hobbes. Hobbesian contractarianism holds that contractors are instrumentally rational -- that is, they are self-interested and capable of understanding how their own interests are furthered and protected by mutual cooperation. We will discuss below the classic contractarian thought of Hobbes, Locke, and Rousseau and argue that plausible interpretations of contractarianism are compatible with the idea of nonhuman personhood and rights.

The second main kind of social contract theory, contractualism, descends from Immanuel Kant’s social contract theory. On this view, contractors are rational, partly self-interested, and partly other-interested, and so they are motivated to enter social contracts not only for their own sake but also for the sake of others. We will discuss below the contractualist political philosophy of John Rawls as well as of contemporary interpreters such as Mark Rowlands, and show that
plausible interpretations of contractualism are compatible with, and can even support, the idea of
nonhuman personhood and rights.

We argue that Kiko and Tommy can be persons with rights on plausible interpretations of social
contract theory. The courts, in ruling on Kiko’s and Tommy’s cases, have tried – we think
unsuccessfully – to argue otherwise. The Third Department provides a representative claim:

Reciprocity between rights and responsibilities stems from principles of social contract,
which inspired the ideals of freedom and democracy at the core of our system of
government…. Under this view, society extends rights in exchange for an express or
implied agreement (a social contract) from its members to submit to social
responsibilities. In other words, ‘rights [are] connected to moral agency and the ability to
accept societal responsibility in exchange for [those] rights’. (People ex rel. Nonhuman
Rights Project, Inc. v. Lavery [2014]: 3).

We will show, however, that this interpretation is based on at least three mistaken assumptions
about or interpretations of social contract theory. First, it assumes that the social contract
produces persons, when in fact persons exist prior to the social contract. Second, it assumes that
the social contract produces all rights, when in fact some rights exist prior to (and outside of) the
social contract. Third, it assumes that one must have duties in order to be a person, when in fact
one can be a person without having duties. Thus, we argue, this exclusionary interpretation of
social contract theory is not only arbitrary and implausible, it is also incompatible with the
classic social contract theories that inspired the U.S. Constitution, as well as with contemporary social contract frameworks that inspire modern human rights discourse.

**The Social Contract does not produce persons**

In the philosophies of Thomas Hobbes, John Locke, and Jean-Jacques Rousseau, the social contract does not produce persons. Instead, and at most, it produces citizens (Hobbes 1651; Locke 1689; Rousseau 1762). Persons become citizens who are subject to laws in virtue of their participation in the contract. This means that one does not need to be part of any social contract to be a person.

The Third Department, however, seems to maintain that personhood depends on the social contract, such that we become persons only after we enter the social contract. This confuses what the social contract requires with what it produces. The court effectively has it backwards. It assumes that contracts produce persons when, in reality, it is persons who produce contracts. Conceptually, it makes sense that one must already be a person before one enters the social contract because the social contract itself presupposes the existence of persons who will be its creators and eventual signatories. Contracts, therefore, cannot and do not produce persons. They transform persons into citizens. Citizens, in this framework, are persons who become subject to laws in virtue of participation in the contract.

This distinction between personhood (which the contract requires) and citizenship (which the contract produces) is essential to the contractarian tradition. Locke underscores it when he
defines political power, which the social contract institutes, as a relation between a government and its citizens (Locke 1689: 382). Likewise, Rousseau says that the social contract exists not to turn each associate into a person but rather to protect “each associate’s person and goods,” which they possess before the contract (Rousseau 1762: 46). Notably, the U.S. Constitution mentions the term ‘persons’ 57 times but does not define it. Yet, following the social contract theory that inspired it, it also rightly distinguishes persons from citizens in the 14th Amendment.

The NhRP argues that Kiko and Tommy should be recognized as persons, not that they should be recognized as citizens (with all the particular rights and responsibilities of citizenship). This distinction is crucial because citizenship rights vary from place to place, whereas personhood rights do not. For example, non-citizens might not have full citizenship rights in the U.S., but they still have full personhood rights, including a basic right to bodily liberty.

In the philosophies of Hobbes and Rousseau, with the advent of the social contract we see the creation of a kind of “artificial man” (the sovereign or Leviathan), a vessel for the collected powers of all its subjects. This artificial man is an abstraction since no real person could be literally composed of the rights and powers of others. This artificial man is the only kind of ‘person’ a social contract can create.

**Contractors must be persons, but persons need not be contractors**

There are different possible interpretations of what it takes to be a contractor, some more demanding than others. As understood by classic contractarians like Hobbes, Rousseau, and
Locke, a contractor must have *rationality*, understood as the capacity to engage in means-end reasoning, and *autonomy*, understood as the capacity for self-rule, or the ability to have one’s actions directed by oneself in some sense. Without rationality, individuals would not be capable of entering into contracts for their own benefit. Without autonomy, they would not have the authority over themselves that is needed to render the contract legitimate. The principles of social contract theory maintain, therefore, that only *rational and autonomous persons* can voluntarily place themselves under the authority of another, and thereby legitimize that authority. Indeed, it is difficult to see how it could be otherwise.

While there may be value in determining whether or not Kiko and Tommy can be contractors according to different versions of social contract theory, this question is ultimately irrelevant to the issue of nonhuman *personhood* given that social contract theory holds that while all contractors must be persons, not all persons must be contractors. Indeed, as we will see, the plausibility of social contract theory depends on the possibility of persons who are not contractors—either because they choose not to contract (e.g., adults who opt for life in the state of nature) or because they cannot contract (e.g., infants and some individuals with cognitive disabilities). Thus, even if Kiko and Tommy cannot (or choose not to) contract, it does not follow that they cannot be persons.

**The Social Contract does not produce all rights**

Hobbes, Locke, and Rousseau maintain that all persons have ‘natural rights’ prior to the existence of the social contract, and independently of their willingness or ability to take on social
responsibilities (Hobbes 1651; Locke 1689; Rousseau 1762). These natural rights include the right to absolute freedom and liberty. Upon contracting with our fellows, we thus do not suddenly acquire rights, but rather give up all or most of our natural rights, sometimes in exchange for civil and legal rights.

The U.S. founding documents reflect this view. For example, the Declaration of Independence says: “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.” Similarly, the U.S. Constitution holds that one of the purposes of the state is to secure (not create) the blessings of liberty: “We the people, of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union, establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the common defence, promote the general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for the United States of America.”

The Third Department, however, maintains that persons acquire rights the moment they assent to an “express or implied” social contract (People ex rel. Nonhuman Rights Project, Inc. v. Lavery [2014]: 3). The social contract, according to this interpretation, is the mechanism whereby persons take up societal duties and responsibilities, receiving rights in exchange. But as before, this is not how the social contract theorists who inspired the U.S. founding documents understand the relationship between rights and contracts. Once again, the Third Department has it backwards.
For Hobbes, the purpose of the social contract is not to acquire rights, but rather to protect us from others exercising their natural rights and liberties against us. Hobbes believes that we have natural rights prior to entering into a contract. These include absolute liberties to do as we see fit to secure our own life and happiness. For Hobbes, the social contract creates laws, not rights. Indeed, Hobbes believes that in the act of entering a social contract, we give up nearly all of our natural rights, save one: the right to life. What we receive in exchange for giving up all these rights are not new rights, but rather the security of our persons in the form of the sovereign’s protection.

Locke, for his part, believes that we enter society to protect the institution of private property. On this view, individuals in the state of nature create private property by applying their labor to natural resources, giving them value. These individuals then gain property rights over these resources, rights they can legitimately claim in the state of nature. For Locke, we agree to a contract to leave the state of nature and form “one body politic under one government” because we have a shared interest in protecting the property rights that we already have. In this transition from the state of nature to the state of civil society, we gain other valuable things too, including laws, executive power to enforce laws, and impartial judges to adjudicate property disputes. But we also lose some rights, most notably our previously held personal rights to protect ourselves by any means necessary and to punish those who transgress against our property.

Finally, like both Hobbes and Locke, Rousseau believes that we have natural rights prior to entering a social contract. For Rousseau, we enter a social contract because we wish to protect the natural rights that we already possess in the state of nature, such as the right to liberty.
Rousseau stresses this point when he famously writes, “Man is born free, and everywhere he is in chains” (Rousseau 1762: 41). The idea is not that others place us in chains, but rather that we place ourselves in chains when we give up our natural rights and freedoms and accept the authority of another. Similarly, in *The Social Contract*, Rousseau stresses the ‘natural’ origin of many of our rights when he clarifies that if the social contract were to ever dissolve (for whatever reason), each individual would simply be “restored to his original rights and resume his natural liberty” (Rousseau 1762: 50). On this view, the dissolution of civil society would not entail the destruction of all rights but would rather entail the return to a state of nature replete with natural rights.

Thus, according to the social contract theorists whose work both inspires and coheres with the U.S. founding documents, the social contract does not endow persons with rights. Through the social contract, we bind ourselves to one another and to the state. The social contract that emerges from this binding is not the source of our natural rights and freedoms. It is merely the justification for the limits civil society places on these rights and freedoms.

**Personhood does not depend on bearing duties and responsibilities**

The First Department claims that “nonhumans lack sufficient responsibility to have any legal standing” (*Matter of Nonhuman Rights Project, Inc. v. Lavery* [2017]: 5). The Third Department also argues that chimpanzees, unlike human beings, “cannot bear any legal duties, submit to societal responsibilities or be held legally accountable for their actions” (*People ex rel. Nonhuman Rights Project, Inc. v. Lavery* [2014]: 4), and thus cannot have legal rights. Further,
citing Gray, it states that “the legal meaning of a ‘person’ is ‘a subject of legal rights and duties’” (*People ex rel. Nonhuman Rights Project, Inc. v. Lavery* [2014]: 4).

This claim is worthy of discussion, but first, it is necessary to dispense with the part of the claim that is based on a simple typographical error. The statement that a legal person is one who is a “subject of legal rights *and* duties” is based on a misquote that the NhRP traced to *Black’s Law Dictionary*, misquoting John W. Salmond’s *Jurisprudence* (1907). The latter actually states that persons are subjects of “legal rights *or* duties” (Salmond 1907: 275) (This example should be instructive for students or others unclear about how very much might hinge on the words we use. The NhRP has been assured by *Black’s* that the error will be corrected (Schneider 2017: 1-2; Garner 2017:1).

The NhRP has argued that an entity is a person if they can bear rights *or* responsibilities. One reason for this broader interpretation is simple: not all persons can be held accountable for their actions and bear societal duties. Infants, children, and those found not guilty by reason of insanity cannot be held accountable and cannot bear societal duties. They are, nonetheless, persons with rights. To be a bearer of rights is thus distinct from being a bearer of duties and responsibilities. To be sure, many persons are both, but one can still be a person *without* being capable of bearing duties. Here again, the courts have it backwards. Having rights and responsibilities presupposes that one is a person. That Kiko and Tommy do not have any legal responsibilities, duties, or rights is the *consequence* of their having been denied the status of persons, not the cause of it.
The upshot here is that one can be a person and have rights whether or not one also has the capacity to bear duties. This idea is plausible and widely accepted, and is importantly inclusive of all humans, regardless of their capacities.

**Social Contract theory could support nonhuman personhood**

In this section we will consider the contractualist theory of political philosopher John Rawls, as well as his contemporary interpreters, such as Mark Rowlands, to show that social contract theory can support the idea of nonhuman personhood.

In *A Theory of Justice* (1971), Rawls advances a social contract theory rooted in the idea of justice as fairness. As a contractualist, Rawls sees social contractors as partly self-interested and partly other-interested, with the result that they are motivated to identify and follow principles that could be rationally justified to others. To help us identify these principles, Rawls encourages us to imagine ourselves in what he calls the “original position,” which he defines as “a purely hypothetical situation characterized so as to lead to a certain conception of justice” (Rawls 1971: 11). In this position, our task is to evaluate principles of justice from behind what Rawls calls the “veil of ignorance.” That is, our task is to consider what kind of society we want without knowing anything about our own position in that society, including our social or economic status, our race, gender, natural talents, or endowments. Rawls’s wager is that the veil of ignorance will help us to be more impartial in our thinking about what kind of society is just. When no one knows what position they will end up occupying, everyone will be motivated to create a fair, equitable, and reasonable social order.
Rawls’s political philosophy presupposes that the contractors are, as Rawls puts it, “free and rational persons” who are capable of thinking about principles of justice. But this does not mean that the contractors will create a society that extends justice only to other free and rational persons. After all, behind the veil of ignorance, contractors know that they might not be rational in the relevant sense after the veil is lifted. For example, they might be someone who has not yet developed the capacity for rationality, or who has lost this capacity, or someone who will never develop this capacity at all. Because the veil prevents contractors from knowing anything about who they might be, the rational thing for them to do is create a society in which all individuals are “treated in accordance with the principles of justice” (Rawls 1971: 441), including those who lack the capacities needed to be contractors.

Rawls’s own view about whether contractors would extend the protection of justice to those who lack the capacities needed to be contractors is unclear. In places, he seems to imply that to be a subject of justice, one must have the “two moral powers” of a rational life plan and a sense of justice (Rawls 1971: 505-506). In other places, however, he acknowledges that possession of these two moral powers is sufficient but not necessary for inclusion in the scope of justice. Thus, Rawls’s contractualism is compatible with the idea that non-rational beings can be subjects of justice under a social contract (Hartley 2009).

In “Contractarianism and Animal Rights” (1997), Mark Rowlands argues that Rawls’s theory of justice can and should extend to nonhuman animals. Central to his theory is Rawls’s idea that no one is morally entitled to benefit from undeserved characteristics. For Rawls, examples of
undeserved characteristics include race, gender, intelligence, and social and economic status at birth. Drawing from this idea, Rowlands argues that, although Rawls himself is somewhat coy about whether or not we can know our species behind the veil of ignorance, and about whether or not nonhuman animals can be subjects of justice, species is another example of an undeserved characteristic. Like the capacity for rationality, species membership is a natural endowment for which we are not responsible. Rowlands concludes that Rawlsian impartiality requires that we not privilege members of the species *Homo sapiens* when thinking about the requirements of justice.

If this is right, then it follows from Rawlsian contractualism that justice need not, and arguably should not, be restricted to humans. In the same way that non-rational humans can be subjects of justice according to Rawlsian contractualism, nonhuman animals can also be subjects of justice. In both cases the justification is the same. The rational agents who must evaluate principles of justice from behind the veil of ignorance understand that they do not know who they will be once the veil is lifted. They may or may not be human, and they may or may not be rational. Moreover, even if they are rational, they may or may not always remain that way. Therefore, they will be motivated to extend justice to everyone who merits moral and legal consideration, regardless of undeserved characteristics such as race, gender, species membership, capacity for intelligence and rationality, and social and economic standing at birth.

But not everybody accepts that social contract theory can lead to this result. For example, in *Frontiers of Justice* (2006), Martha Nussbaum expresses skepticism that this strategy of extending justice to nonhuman animals will succeed. Nussbaum concludes that we should reject
social contract theory altogether, not that we should reject the idea of justice for nonhuman animals. In particular, Nussbaum thinks that social contract theory requires more universality of capacities than we have in the real world. As we’ve seen, both the Hobbesian contractarians and the Kantian contractualists begin by imagining a situation where contractors form an agreement from a position of equal power. For Hobbes this is the state of nature, where contractors have equal power to harm one another; for Rawls, this is the veil of ignorance, which equalizes power by preventing people from knowing what social position they will occupy. In Nussbaum’s view, this strategy of imagining a contracting situation of equal power is unrealistic and unhelpful. It ignores the depth and pervasiveness of unequal power in the real world, whether amongst humans or between humans and animals. Nussbaum thus invites us to search for a different way to extend justice to animals. This different way, which is rooted in capacities, also lends support to the view that nonhuman animals can be persons (as we show in Chapter 5).

We are not convinced that social contract theory does, in fact, require more in the way of shared capacities than we currently have in the real world to make sense as a framework for thinking about justice. If, following Rowlands, we view the social contract as an invitation to abstract away from undeserved characteristics and think impartially about justice, then we have reason to claim exactly the opposite—namely, that social contract theory helps us promote justice by envisioning a world not mired in social inequality, a world that can act as a regulative principle for contemporary struggles against injustice. Either way, Nussbaum’s critique of social contract theory seems to boil down to a worry about its inherent idealism. If we disagree with her in this regard, we can hold on to the view that there is value in social contract approaches to justice. If we agree, then the failure of the theory is partly a function of its inability to accommodate
nonhuman animals within the sphere of justice. In this case, we can reject social contract theory in favor of another, more inclusive framework. Regardless of which of these options we select, what matters is that we cannot reasonably accept a social contract theory that denies justice to “non-rational” human or nonhuman animals. On this point, Rowlands and Nussbaum agree. And we agree with them.

Other Contractarian arguments for excluding nonhumans

Law professor Richard Cupp, in a series of articles and in an amicus brief submitted to the First Department, offers a peculiar interpretation of the social contract according to which all and only humans can be persons with rights. His basic argument for this conclusion is simply that when we, as a society, decide to extend personhood (and, with it, what Cupp calls “dignity rights”) to infants, children, and people with certain “cognitive impairments” (to use Cupp’s phrase), we do so on the basis of their humanity, not on the basis of their rationality or autonomy. Thus he maintains that humans who lack rationality or autonomy are still persons, and cites their “humanity” as justification. As Cupp puts it, “Humanity has historically been central to rights” (Cupp 2013: 33).

However, Cupp’s claim that only humans can be persons is muddled at best and viciously circular at worst. First, he confuses matters of historical fact with matters of normative justification. The fact that historically we have appealed to the humanity of vulnerable individuals in order to ascribe to them legal personhood does not mean that their humanity is what legitimates this ascription. It could be that we have simply used the term ‘humanity’ as a
proxy for another foundation that may be correlated but not exactly co-extensive with it. Second, Cupp’s appeal to humanity as the basis for personhood is question begging in the present context, since the relationship between humanity and personhood is precisely what is in question here. The NhRP maintains that Kiko and Tommy are nonhuman persons who have been denied what Cupp calls “dignity rights” (such as the right to bodily liberty) because we have mistakenly assumed that humanity is the sole basis of legal personhood. In this context, to say that a particular being is a person because they are human presupposes exactly what is, legally and philosophically, at stake.

The main problem with Cupp’s argument, however, is that it is unabashedly speciesist, and therefore arbitrary and inconsistent with justice. Cupp maintains that all and only members of the species Homo sapiens can be persons with basic rights because, somehow, all and only members of that species are endowed with the sort of “dignity” that warrants having rights. In Chapter 2 we outline the many conceptual, scientific, and normative problems associated with this biological conception of personhood, including its arbitrariness and incompatibility with principles of justice. Cupp’s view amounts to little more than the assertion that “humans are persons because humans are humans.”

Cupp’s appeal to history, meanwhile, does little to bolster this argument. He asserts that U.S. law has never recognized any nonhuman as a person (except for entities like ships and corporations in which humans have important legal interests, as a mechanism for extending some personal rights). This much is correct. However, he ignores two important facts. First, he ignores the fact that U.S. law has not always recognized all humans as persons, as the historical legal exclusion
of African Americans, women, and children illustrates. Indeed, in 1874, lawyers for the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals filed a writ of habeas corpus on behalf of an abused child, since, at the time, children lacked the status of legal persons and there were no laws in New York preventing their abuse (Markel 2009: 1). Second, Cupp also ignores the legal fact that, although asserting that chimpanzees are persons is indeed novel and without precedent in American law, just as asserting that children are persons was once novel and without precedent, the novelty of the assertion is not by itself sufficient reason to reject it. Indeed, it is one of the proper roles of the courts to adjudicate such novel claims.

Peter Carruthers (1992) constructs a more sophisticated contractualist argument for the idea that all and only humans have rights. However, his argument ultimately fails too, and for similar reasons. Carruthers argues that only humans can have rights on the grounds that only humans are rational agents and only rational agents can have rights. Carruthers has a demanding take on the rationality required for contractualism. In his view, being a rational agent requires having beliefs and desires, but also being able to construct long-term plans in the light of those beliefs and desires. In addition, rational agents have an understanding of what it is to act under universalizable rules (e.g. Do not lie), and can think about what it would mean for those rules to be generally adopted (Carruthers 1992). Of course, many humans are not rational in this demanding sense. Yet Carruthers argues we should treat all humans as having rights anyway, for two reasons that, he says, do not extend to nonhumans.

First, Carruthers holds there is no sharp boundary between rational and non-rational humans in the real world. If we try to determine whether or not particular humans are rational, “we shall be
launched on a slippery slope which may lead to all kinds of barbarisms” (Carruthers 1992: 114).

Yet, he claims there is a sharp boundary between humans and nonhumans. Thus, we can safely classify nonhumans as non-rational without the risk of a slippery slope (Carruthers 1992: 115).

Second, Carruthers says that humans care intensely about other humans. If we were to deny rights to “non-rational” humans, “many people would find themselves psychologically incapable of living in compliance” with this rule (Carruthers 1992: 117). Yet Carruthers argues that humans do not care about nonhumans with the same intensity. Thus, we can deny rights to nonhumans without risking social instability.

Carruthers’ position is essentially a version of what in Chapter 4 we call “personhood-by-proxy.” As we discuss in more detail there, this kind of argument tends to be problematic empirically as well as normatively. Consider, for instance, the empirical problems with Carruthers’ position. It is not clear that classifying humans as “non-rational” leads to a slippery slope while classifying nonhumans as “non-rational” does not. In both cases our psychological associations are likely to be complex. Historically, we have made distinctions within our own species and associations across species. Indeed, part of how humans rationalize the oppression of other humans is by dehumanizing them, an act which involves making distinctions within our own species (between the oppressor and the oppressed) and associations across species (between the oppressed and nonhumans thought to lack morally relevant features such as rationality) at one and the same time. The inconsistency of these distinctions and associations is part of what makes oppression so insidious. Likewise, it is not at all clear that we care about all humans as much as Carruthers claims, or that we care about nonhumans as little as he claims. In both cases our patterns of care
tend to be inconsistent, again without any clear implications for what kinds of exclusions will risk social instability.

Now consider the normative problems with Carruthers’ position. Carruthers bases his argument on an unacceptably *indirect* account of the moral and legal status of “non-rational” humans. In particular, Carruthers is claiming that we should treat “non-rational” humans as having rights not for their own sake but rather for the sake of other, “rational” humans whose well-being depends on social recognition and social stability. But this is decidedly not the main reason we should treat “non-rational” humans as having rights. The main reason we should treat them as having rights is that they have rights. In particular, they have morally and legally relevant capacities and relationships, and so they merit moral and legal recognition whether or not others are likely to benefit from them having rights, and whether or not they can be rational in the demanding sense that Carruthers requires. Once we accept this basic truth, we realize Carruthers’s *indirect* reason for extending rights to those deemed non-rational by his theory is inadequate.

Some social contract theorists, such as Cupp and Carruthers, deny that contractarianism and contractualism can be compatible with nonhuman personhood and rights. As we have demonstrated, their reasons for doing so do not withstand critical philosophical scrutiny, and, in order to exclude all nonhumans and include all humans, they must resort to arbitrary and question-begging claims.

**Conclusion**
We have argued that, on plausible interpretations, social contract theory does not rule out the possibility of nonhuman personhood. It is not only compatible with the idea of nonhuman personhood, but can even support it. Granted, some interpret social contract theory in an exclusionary way. But as we have seen, this exclusionary interpretation is arbitrary, implausible, and incompatible with the best, most influential historical and contemporary social contract frameworks. On these frameworks, one can be a person without being a contractor, one can have rights without being a contractor, and one can be a person and have rights without having duties and responsibilities. Moreover, if we view social contract theory as a framework for thinking impartially about justice, then it can support the idea of nonhuman personhood and rights. This does not mean that nonhuman persons like Kiko and Tommy would have all the same rights as humans. The rights being claimed for Kiko and Tommy under the writ of habeas corpus are that they be recognized as persons, with rights against unlawful detention. We might minimally describe their rights as a right to bodily liberty, or “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.” Such minimal rights would certainly preclude the kind of solitary confinement and captivity in which they live now.
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4 The Community Membership Conception

As we discussed in Chapter 3, the First Department held that the ability to acknowledge legal duties or responsibilities is required for personhood. In response, the NhRP argued that this cannot be the right standard because it implies that humans who cannot acknowledge such duties or responsibilities, such as infants and comatose individuals, are not persons. The First Department addressed this objection by asserting that the excluded individuals “are still human beings, members of the human community,” and that this is the basis of their personhood and legal protection (Matter of Nonhuman Rights Project, Inc. v. Lavery [2017]: 6). The goal of this chapter is to explore how this idea of “membership in the human community” constitutes a distinctive conception of personhood, and to consider the implications for Kiko and Tommy.

One possible interpretation of “human community” puts the exclusive emphasis on ‘human,’ understood as a biological category, so that “human community” is a synonym for “members of the species Homo sapiens.” This interpretation is indistinguishable from the species membership view addressed in Chapter 2, and so we set it aside as implausible. However, a second possible interpretation puts the emphasis on “community,” referring to membership in the sorts of communities or societies that humans form. On this view, personhood cannot be achieved by an individual wholly on their own without any social contact or social context; rather, personhood is a relational condition that we achieve through development and recognition within a community of persons.

**Personhood-by-proxy**
There are two ways of understanding the idea of personhood as a relational status. One, which we can call the personhood-by-proxy view, invokes relational personhood as a kind of compensatory safety net to more traditional views of personhood that define it in terms of individual capacities. On this view, some individuals are persons by virtue of possessing the capacities deemed necessary for personhood (such as moral autonomy or legal responsibility). This is the direct or “front door” route to personhood, and those who qualify are deemed “self-standing persons” (Jaworska and Tannenbaum 2014, 2015) or “charter members” (Narveson 1987) of the personhood club. However, many of these persons have deep attachments of love and care to family members, friends, or neighbors who lack the relevant capacities to enter through the front door, even though they are recognized as integral members of the community. To ensure that the individuals to whom “self-standing persons” have special attachments are adequately protected, these “self-standing persons” extend personhood by association to all humans. For example, according to Narveson, humans who lack rational autonomy “are not, so to speak, charter members of the moral club,” but in view of their “special attachments” to charter members, the latter will want to see them protected (Narveson 1987: 47). This, then, creates an indirect or “back door” route to personhood for those who lack the individual capacities deemed necessary for the direct or standard route to protected status. Personhood-by-proxy thus attempts to compensate for what would otherwise be the exclusion of any human who is not a self-standing person.

This view has been widely criticized by disability advocates and theorists, among others, for setting up a hierarchy of so-called real, normal, or “charter” persons, whose personhood is tied to
their individual capacities, and those who are given the protections of personhood “by courtesy or by proxy” (Wasserman et al. 2017). The view is objectionable because it makes the personhood of some of us dependent on our being the beneficiaries of the benevolence of those deemed real persons. History shows that “self-standing persons” have not always felt a strong attachment to those with disabilities, and indeed have often sought ways to disassociate from them, or even to eliminate them through eugenics and sterilization (Silvers 2012). The status of persons-by-proxy is therefore precarious, vulnerable to shifting sentiments amongst their sponsors. It is also stigmatizing to implicitly or explicitly mark some individuals as deficient in relation to allegedly normative persons. For many philosophers and disability theorists, personhood is not a matter of courtesy or proxy. Any adequate account of personhood must acknowledge human diversity, and affirm that each of us instantiates what it means to be a person on equal terms with everyone else. We do not have two tiers or levels. Every person is the moral equal of every other (Kittay 2005).

**Social personhood**

The second way of understanding personhood as a relational status holds that community membership is not the back door to personhood, but rather is itself the front door to personhood; it is how all of us become persons. We all come to be persons through embeddedness in interpersonal relationships of interdependency, meaning, and belonging. We can call this the ‘social personhood’ view. Social personhood is sometimes described as a “dyadic” view of personhood, as compared to a “monadic” conception that is based solely on the intrinsic capacities of individuals (Laitinen 2007).
This idea is captured in the Ubuntu philosophy of personhood stated as “I am because we are,” in which personhood arises from participating in the social life of a community of persons, or, as stated in a traditional Zulu saying, “a person is a person through other people” (Eze 2010: 94). Persons do not exist as independent islands, floating free of each other – and this is true for all of us. We are cooperative, interconnected beings who depend on the love, support, mutual recognition, purpose, and instruction we receive from each other (although the degree and forms of interdependency vary across individuals and over the course of our lifetimes). Individuals are persons by virtue of being embedded in webs of intersubjective and responsive relationships; our individual capacities emerge only because others nurture us as infants, teach us as toddlers, and cooperate with us as adults. And, here is the heart of the matter, this is true for all of us, equally, regardless of whether some of us appear as “self-standing” or not.

On this view, children, individuals with cognitive disabilities, or others who may be excluded from traditional conceptions of personhood, are indeed persons in the same way and for the same reasons as everyone else. On the first account of personhood, the fact that they may not be able to enter into contracts or bear certain legal responsibilities means they are not “self-standing persons,” and hence are in need of proxy protections. But on a social personhood account, there are no “self-standing persons”—we are all persons through other people. All of us are dependent on others at some points in our lives and interdependent with others at all times. Regardless of our individual talents and capacities, if others fail to recognize and acknowledge us as equal persons, and to interact with us on this basis—due to biases based on race, ethnicity, class, gender, sexuality, ability, age, and so on—our personhood is undermined. Individuals with
cognitive disabilities are no different in this respect. Neither are infants, toddlers, children, adolescents, or persons with mental illness or advanced dementia. They may lack some capacities of typical adults, and the moral duties and citizenship responsibilities that accompany them. Nonetheless, all of them are fully embedded in the web of interpersonal relationships in which personhood is realized. They are, we can say, front door persons.

This social personhood view has been proposed, in different forms, by a wide range of ethical and religious traditions around the world. For example, various American Indigenous philosophies are characterized by relational ideas of personhood constructed through interagentivity (Grim 2006; Brighten 2011), as are some feminist and disability theories. It may seem foreign to mainstream ‘Western’ legal jurisprudence, but in fact it arguably sheds light on why arbitrary confinement is such a threat to persons, and why habeas corpus is a crucial legal protection for ensuring our recognition as persons in community with others, safe from the arbitrary exercise of power to detain, confine, neglect, or isolate us from others. It also dovetails with recent attention to the devastating harms caused by solitary confinement, and the fragmentation of personality caused by social isolation (Guenther 2013; Brownlee 2013). In other words, all persons need protection not only from arbitrary restrictions on their personal autonomy through detention, but from any actions that restrict their ability to form and maintain the social relationships on which their personhood depends. Habeas corpus matters, not just to protect an individual’s autonomy and liberty, but to protect their ability to be a person through other people.

Implications for Kiko and Tommy
So far, we have distinguished two versions of the idea that personhood arises from membership in the human community: a person-by-proxy model which offers a backdoor to personhood for those members of society who cannot enter the front door by possessing certain cognitive capacities; and a social personhood model that views membership in society as the front door by which all of us enter personhood. It is impossible to tell, from the brief reference to “members of the human community” in the First Department’s decision, which of these models the court has in mind. However, we would argue that on either account, the court misinterprets the implications for Kiko and Tommy. The idea of community membership, on either account, actually supports including Kiko and Tommy in the community of persons.

Consider first the personhood-by-proxy account. We have mentioned critical weaknesses of this account. Nonetheless, even if the court accepts this view, it should grant Kiko and Tommy relief. To recall, this account states that “self-standing persons” (or the “charter members” of personhood), will extend personhood “by courtesy or by proxy” to other members of society whom they care about, whether as family members, friends, or neighbors. Defenders of this view—and perhaps the First Department—often assume that it is only human members of society who can benefit from this form of personhood-by-proxy. But there is nothing in the logic of personhood-by-proxy to ground this assumption. After all, “self-standing persons” often care deeply about non-human animals, and indeed view them as valued family members, friends, neighbors, or co-workers, and wish to include them in the community of persons. Indeed, the very existence of the NhRP, and other efforts around the world to advance protection and
recognition for chimpanzees, are evidence that many humans wish to extend the protections of personhood to Kiko and Tommy, and beings like them.

To be sure, there are also many humans who do not view nonhuman animals in this way. The harms currently being inflicted on Kiko and Tommy are evidence of this. But we must not forget that this has all too often been true, and continues to be true, in the human case as well. Demands to extend personhood-by-proxy beyond “charter members” are motivated precisely by the recognition that, without this protection, some individuals are vulnerable to harm and exploitation at the hands of others. The personhood-by-proxy account arises to protect those whose social recognition is uncertain or contested. The NhRP’s suit on behalf of Kiko and Tommy is fully compatible with this logic, and illustrates how the personhood-by-proxy account supports Kiko’s and Tommy’s cases.

Consider now the social personhood account. Recall that on this view, personhood is the outcome of social relationships: we are persons through other persons. Defenders of this view often seem to assume that only humans can achieve social personhood. This implicitly rests on two assumptions: (1) that only human communities support the attribution of a social conception of personhood to their members, and (2) that only humans are members of “human communities.”

Both assumptions should be questioned. The ethological evidence suggests that some free-living nonhuman animals form the sorts of communities that generate social personhood. Dolphins, for example, might well develop relations of social personhood within free-living dolphin
communities, and chimpanzees might well become social persons within free-living chimpanzee societies, even if there are no humans present. Ethological evidence gathered by primatologists suggests that chimpanzees living in the wild have a rich and complex social life, which could be interpreted as bestowing personhood on its members. It is worth noting that many Indigenous views of social personhood take for granted that social personhood can arise within non-human animal communities, and in inter-species relationships (see, e.g. Grim 2006; Brighten 2011).

However, we will not address this issue because it takes us away from the case of Kiko and Tommy, who have been denied the opportunity to be born and raised within chimpanzee societies, and have instead been brought into communities with humans. This brings us to the second assumption, namely, that only humans are members of human communities. This is an empirical, not a conceptual, question. Kiko and Tommy, like countless other animals, have been brought into human societies. They are not members of free-living chimpanzee communities, but are embedded in interpersonal webs of dependency, meaning, and care with humans. Not only have we brought Kiko and Tommy into our human community, we have done so in ways that foreclose their option of being persons in a truly free-living chimpanzee community because they were not born and socialized into those communities. Thus, their social personhood will be nurtured (or suppressed) through their relations with humans. Like all persons, they become persons through their social relations with other persons, but in their case, these social relations include relations with both chimpanzees and humans. And as individuals whose social personhood is embedded in interpersonal relationships with humans, and membership in a community with humans, they too must be protected when others exercise arbitrary power over their opportunities for social ties and the recognition and development of their social personhood.
A skeptic might ask: “Is it correct to say that we have brought Kiko and Tommy into human communities, given that they spend so much time in social isolation?” The answer must be yes. As already noted, humans have created the conditions which have denied to Kiko and Tommy the opportunity to be persons in community with free-living chimpanzees. Having done so, humans are obliged to ensure that Kiko and Tommy are recognized, and able to develop as persons in the situations that we have created for them. While it is true that in practice we have failed miserably in our obligations to Kiko and Tommy as members of the human community, it would be perverse to use that failure as a basis to justify perpetuating this injustice.\textsuperscript{14}

We have subjected Kiko and Tommy to the kind of arbitrary confinement and social deprivation that violates their personhood at a fundamental level. Recall, however, that this describes the historical situation for many human groups as well. History tells of too many humans who were incorporated into an oppressive community that detained, subjugated, deprived, and stigmatized them. Many of these humans sought habeas corpus relief. Indeed, this is one of the functions of habeas corpus: to protect members of the community who are being treated as things. This is the state in which we now find Kiko and Tommy.

In sum, while the social personhood conception emphasizes the importance of community, it does not follow that the community of persons is exclusive to human beings, not least because we have in fact brought other individuals, such as Kiko and Tommy, into our community. The question of which individuals are embedded in the social relationships that constitute our community is an empirical one, not deducible from mere biological classifications.
Insofar as one endorses a social personhood view, several implications follow for Kiko and Tommy. First of all, Kiko and Tommy are persons. Secondly, humans have denied Kiko and Tommy the opportunity to fully live and actualize as persons. Third, the relevant society in which Kiko and Tommy could live as persons is not an exclusively free-living chimp society, but must include humans. Fourth, Kiko and Tommy have the right to protection from arbitrary powers of detention, deprivation, or banishment which deny them the opportunity to fully develop and experience their personhood. And finally, the best remedy for Kiko and Tommy is to be released from captivity and into the rich social environment of an appropriate chimpanzee sanctuary, where their personhood can be more fully recognized and supported by humans and other chimpanzees.

**Limits of personhood through community membership**

So far we have argued that on either the personhood-by-proxy or the social personhood account, Kiko and Tommy are clearly persons. Self-standing persons care about, and wish to extend protection to Kiko and Tommy (as required by the personhood-by-proxy view), and their capacity to develop and flourish as individuals is tied up with their relations to human society (as required by the social personhood view).

While our focus has been on Kiko and Tommy, it seems clear that they are not the only nonhuman animals who are likely to qualify under community membership approaches. Both views are likely to include other animals captured or bred by humans in zoos or research
facilities, as well as companion animals and farmed animals (e.g., dogs, cats, cows, and chickens) who have been brought into human society through the process of domestication.

One might ask whether there are any limits to who or what can be included as a person on these views. For example, would either view attribute personhood to robotic toys, simply because persons become attached to them? Consider the Aibo, a robotic dog first manufactured by Sony in 1999. Some owners claimed to form deep emotional bonds with these machines. When the robots began to break down, and after Sony stopped making replacement parts, owners grieved for their lost pets. Indeed, a Buddhist temple in Japan conducted funeral services for a hundred such robots because their owners thought of their Aibos as ensouled beings (Inada 2017).

Would the Aibo qualify as persons on a community membership view? Perhaps they might on a personhood-by-proxy view, in which individuals enter by the back door of personhood by virtue of being loved, cared for, and recognized by self-standing persons. This view puts the emphasis on the feelings and attitudes of so-deemed “normal” persons, and therefore is vulnerable to concerns that these attachments may be under- or over-inclusive in arbitrary ways. We noted earlier the concern that self-standing persons have often failed to feel attachment to people with cognitive disabilities, and so failed to extend personhood-by-proxy to them. The case of the Aibo suggests a different challenge: extending personhood-by-proxy to objects to which people are strongly attached. Some will regard the fact that robotic toys can be persons as a reductio of the personhood-by-proxy view.
On the social personhood view, however, the Aibo are not persons. The Aibo may be the object of human attachment, but they are not involved in intersubjective relationships with other persons. As we saw earlier, the purpose of recognizing personhood is to protect individuals from certain kinds of harms, including in particular the harm of social deprivation due to unlawful detention, deprivation, or banishment from community. It therefore only applies to the kinds of beings who can be harmed by the nature of their social engagement or social deprivation. Robots and other inanimate objects, like non-sentient life forms, cannot be persons on the social personhood view because they cannot be harmed by social deprivation.

While the social personhood view excludes inanimate objects and non-sentient life forms, it is still very wide in its conception of who qualifies as a member of the community of persons. Some philosophers would argue that it is too wide, and that some additional capacities are needed to qualify as a *bona fide* member of the community of persons. In other words, for someone to be a member of a community of persons requires more than social embeddedness, and vulnerability to social exclusion. It requires that one possess certain additional individual traits or capacities that are more than sentience or vulnerability, but less than the capacity to bear legal responsibilities.¹⁵

There are two possible kinds of traits these could be: biological or psychological. Biological traits are physical traits: having forty-six chromosomes, for example, or having a human father and mother. But this is merely a return to the view that only members of *Homo sapiens* qualify for personhood and, as argued in Chapter 2, restriction of personhood on the basis of species is arbitrary and unsupported by biological science. Psychological traits are mental capacities:
having beliefs and desires, for example, or emotions, autonomy, and rationality. We will have more to say about these traits in Chapter 5, where we will discuss which psychological capacities may be necessary, and which sufficient, for personhood.

The goal of this chapter, however, is to distinguish the distinctive features of a community membership conception of personhood, one which does not merely collapse into either a species-based or capacity-based conception. The distinctive feature of the community membership conception is that it shifts the emphasis from individual traits and capacities to social relationships. The idea that personhood is a social achievement, and that it is importantly linked to membership in the community is familiar and plausible. A community membership approach (especially the view which we refer to as social personhood) can indeed overcome some of the historic exclusions associated with other accounts of personhood, and so it is not surprising that the First Department appealed to it.

However, we need to think clearly and carefully about what that membership means and what it requires. We cannot simply assume that it excludes Kiko and Tommy. To be a person is to be embedded in social relationships of interdependency, meaning, and community. Kiko and Tommy clearly meet this criterion: we have made Kiko and Tommy part of our human community of persons by embedding them within relations of interdependence with us, and thus rendering them vulnerable to forms of stigma, deprivation, or exclusion from this community. Kiko and Tommy are members of our community, and we owe them protection from the arbitrary power of others to define their social conditions.
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5 The Capacities Conception

The NhRP argues that the capacity for autonomy is sufficient, but not necessary, for personhood. The court rulings don’t dispute this claim, nor do they challenge the empirical claim that chimpanzees are autonomous. In this chapter, we defend the NhRP’s claim about autonomy. Our discussion will only consider how autonomy and personhood are discussed in the ‘Western’ philosophical tradition. We reject conceptions of personhood that exclude those humans we take to be uncontroversially persons (understood to cover humans from birth to death), and those that favor a hierarchy of personhood, as they do not protect the interests of all those humans as moral equals.

In the first part of the chapter we present the commonly cited capacities relevant to the possession of personhood, and show that the concept of personhood that emerges can be interpreted as either an “essentialist concept” or a “cluster concept.” Since the essentialist version is under-inclusive (it excludes some humans as persons) while the cluster version does not, we reject the former and endorse the latter. The cluster version explains why the capacity for autonomy is sufficient for personhood. With a proper cluster conception of persons, it is evident that there are different ways of being a person. Different humans can be persons in different ways. Members of different species can be persons, too. In the second part of this chapter, we argue that chimpanzees are autonomous, when autonomy is understood more inclusively. We conclude by considering what sorts of protections a chimpanzee should have given the kind of persons they are.

Capacities of personhood
In ‘Western’ philosophy, there is a long history of thinking about personhood in terms of capacities, going back at least to Locke. He described what it is to be a person this way: “a thinking intelligent being that has reason and reflection and can consider itself as itself, the same thinking thing in different times and places; which it does only by that consciousness which is inseparable from thinking and...essential to it” (Locke 1689: 302).

Contemporary philosophical discussions of personhood offer expanded lists of capacities relevant to personhood. The capacities often cited include:

*Sentience*, often associated with basic awareness\(^{16}\)

*Emotions*, including happiness, empathy, sadness, fear, anger, or pain\(^{17}\)

*Autonomy*, the ability to act on behalf of oneself, including exercising executive control over the formation of one’s goals and the means for achieving them\(^{18}\)

*Self-awareness*, of one’s own mental life\(^{19}\)

*Sociality*, in relation to other individuals\(^{20}\)

*Language*, used to communicate to others and self\(^{21}\)
Rationality, means-end reasoning or logical thought processes\textsuperscript{22}

Narrative self-constitution, thinking of oneself as a persisting subject with past experiences, a character in one’s own story who will author one’s future experiences\textsuperscript{23}

Morality, an understanding of what is good, right, or virtuous\textsuperscript{24}

Meaning-making, a vision of a life worth pursuing or a sense of what it is to live well\textsuperscript{25}

While some of the properties on this list are disputed, and as a group we could not endorse all of them, this list reflects common ways in which ‘Western’ philosophy has tended to conceptualize persons. Regardless of the properties one includes, there are two ways to look at capacities like these\textsuperscript{26}: as essential features of persons, or as clusters of properties that are variously constitutive of persons.

On essentialist versions, a person satisfies a set of individually necessary and jointly sufficient conditions. Individuals must possess all in the set of conditions to count as persons. Essentialism thus denies that some humans are persons, since some humans never possess some of the traits, or fail to have some of them at some point in their lives. Since we are working within a framework that is friendly to legal views that all individual humans, from birth to death, are persons, we reject the essentialist version.
On cluster conceptions, individuals must have some—and tend to have several—of the personhood traits, but no one of the traits is required. A variety of subsets of capacities are regarded as sufficient but not necessary for personhood. Cluster kinds consist of “a complicated network of similarities overlapping and criss-crossing” (Wittgenstein 1967: 66), and they are widely found in the social world. We endorse this approach because, depending on the list of capacities, it need not exclude any humans as persons and permits different personhood profiles for different individuals. It also ensures that all human beings as we understand them remain persons and are equally regarded as such. Importantly, it also does not introduce ad hoc exclusions of other beings who meet the criteria.

**Personhood and autonomy**

The NhRP’s case is based on one particular capacity—autonomy—and for good reason. The philosophical conception of personhood is often framed in terms of autonomy, understood as the ability to act on behalf of oneself, including exercising executive control over the formation of one’s goals and the means for achieving them. Its importance in contemporary ethics can be traced to Kant’s conception of persons as autonomous agents who are ends in themselves. Philosopher John Christman echoes this view when he writes, “to be autonomous is to be one’s own person, to be directed by considerations, desires, conditions, and characteristics that are not simply imposed externally upon one, but are part of what can somehow be considered one’s authentic self” (Christman 2015). Since to be autonomous is to be one’s own person, to be autonomous is sufficient to be a person on such views.
In political theory, autonomy is associated with a number of benefits (Christman 2015). For example, autonomy is sometimes taken to be sufficient for political standing. For many, having autonomy also means that one should not be treated paternalistically. Autonomy is also associated with a number of properties in moral theory. Autonomous agents are sometimes seen as morally responsible for their actions, and autonomous agents are taken to be intrinsically valuable, ends in themselves (Kant [1785] 2001).

These benefits don’t always come with autonomy as defined above, because there are more and less demanding views of it. On a very demanding view, autonomy as normative self-governance requires the metacognitive ability to abstractly consider principles of action and judge them as acceptable or unacceptable (Johnston and Cureton 2017). Philosopher Christine Korsgaard argues that other animals lack autonomy in this sense because normative self-governance requires a certain form of self-consciousness:

… namely, consciousness of the grounds on which you propose to act as grounds. What I mean is this: a nonhuman agent may be conscious of the object of his fear or desire, and conscious of it as fearful or desirable, and so as something to be avoided or to be sought. This is the ground of his action. But a rational animal is, in addition, conscious that she fears or desires the object, and that she is inclined to act in a certain way as a result. That’s what I mean by being conscious of the ground as a ground. She does not just think about the object that she fears or even about its fearfulness but about her fears and desires themselves (Korsgaard 2006: 113).
For Korsgaard, autonomy as normative self-governance requires the ability to realize *that* one fears or desires some state of affairs, which in turn requires metacognitive capacities such as the ability to accurately represent the contents of one’s own beliefs and desires, and the ability to evaluate those commitments. This more demanding version of autonomy is closely related to having moral or legal *responsibility*. On this view, any humans who do not have the capacity to engage in normative self-governance will not count as autonomous. This account of autonomy fails to identify the autonomous actions of most typical human adults, unlike the more general way of understanding autonomy as the ability to act on behalf of oneself. Research on adult moral reasoning suggests that adults do not generally consider their reasons when making moral judgments (Haidt 2001), although their accompanying actions are still commonly regarded as autonomous. Research on adult action suggests that we can fail to know our own reasons for our seemingly autonomous actions or judgments. Social psychologists Richard Nisbett and Lee Ross found that adults will confabulate their reasons for action, and do not have direct access to some of their action-guiding processes (Nisbett and Ross 1991). On Korsgaard’s more demanding account, many humans, and certainly children, would lack autonomy, and many of the actions we think are freely chosen would not be autonomous.

Consider a parallel case of more and less demanding accounts of having language, in which the more demanding account involved producing poetry. While producing poetry is at the pinnacle of language capacities and is sufficient evidence for having language, it is not necessary. Likewise, we find the demanding account of autonomy describes the pinnacle of self-directed action. For these reasons, the more demanding accounts of autonomy are less helpful for constructing a capacities account of personhood.
On a weaker understanding of autonomy tied to moral or legal *standing*, rather than moral or legal responsibility, children’s less developed self-governance can be consistent with being autonomous in the sense that they are the source of their own actions, and they act on behalf of themselves rather than because of some external force or internal compulsion. From an early age, humans form preferences, set goals, and act so as to satisfy wants. They are agents who can act voluntarily. They are cognitively flexible beings who can form their own goals and act rationally to achieve those goals. There are clear contrasts in some other animals. The harvester ant, for example, isn’t acting autonomously when she takes dead ants to the refuse pile; rather she is automatically responding to the oleic acid that ant corpses produce as they decompose. When E.O. Wilson treated live ants with oleic acid, he observed that they were carried “alive and kicking” to the refuse pile by their sisters. The movement of the coated ants did not override the behavioral response of their sisters to the stimulus of oleic acid (Wilson 1985). The conceptual space between normative self-governance and automatic, controlled behavior is not visible in the more demanding accounts of autonomy.

A distinct advantage of a less demanding view of autonomy is that it does not violate the common understanding that most ordinary human behavior is autonomous. Bioethicist and philosopher Tom Beauchamp, and comparative psychologist Victoria Wobber, offer one such account. They propose that an act is autonomous if an individual self-initiates an “action that is (1) intentional, (2) adequately informed…and (3) free of controlling influences” (Beauchamp and Wobber 2014: 119). Conceptions of autonomy like this support chimpanzee autonomous capacity.
Autonomy is sufficient for personhood on a cluster concept of persons

A second reason to focus on autonomy is that as a concept it implies various capacities that are identified with inclusive analyses of personhood. As highlighted by Beauchamp and Wobber, to be autonomous is to have two core capacities: the capacity to act intentionally (which assumes capacities to form goals and direct one’s behavior accordingly) and to be adequately informed (which assumes capacities to learn, to make inferences, and acquire knowledge through rational processes) (Beauchamp and Wobber 2014). Many of the capacities listed above are also implicated in these two core capacities. The capacity to experience emotions is used to form goals. Sentience is typically associated with both responsive behavior and gaining information about the world that can be used to order future behavior. Rational processes can be entangled with setting goals and working toward them, as well as with acquiring information about one’s physical and social worlds, and revising such information should its inaccuracy become apparent. Self-awareness helps one realize what one needs to know in order to achieve a goal, and what one does not already know. Since an autonomous capacity implies other person-making capacities, evidence of autonomy is sufficient evidence of personhood considered as a cluster concept. Thus, an individual can be identified as a person on autonomy grounds alone. However, one can still be a person *without* being autonomous.

Scientific evidence for chimpanzee personhood capacities

Since the first chimpanzee field research sites were started by Jane Goodall in Gombe, Tanzania in 1960, and Toshisada Nishisa in Tanzania’s Mahale mountains in 1965, we have learned much
about chimpanzees’ cognitive and social capacities. Just as there are individual differences between humans and between various groups of humans, there are individual differences between chimpanzees (King & Figueredo 1997) and between various groups of chimpanzees (Whiten et al. 1999). These inter-group differences permit identification of individuals as members of particular groups (for researchers and perhaps for local chimpanzees) and many primatologists speak of distinct group cultures. We will canvass some of what is known about chimpanzees that connects with capacities listed above.

**Autonomy**

Chimpanzees are cognitively flexible animals whose actions are not merely fixed responses to situations. They can act intentionally, and they can plan and act so as to achieve goals. For example, chimpanzees have been observed planning attacks on annoying zoo visitors (Osvath 2009; Osvath & Karvonen 2012), and planning where they will eat breakfast (Janmaat et al. 2014). In formal experiments chimpanzees demonstrate that they engage in means-end reasoning about their goals. For example, they are able to delay gratification as indicated by their performance in a chimpanzee version of the marshmallow task. Chimpanzees choose to pass on an immediate tasty snack, in order to receive a larger one later, and will even self-distract in order to facilitate self-control (Beran et al. 2014). Chimpanzees can use what they know and don’t know to shape their choices. For example, chimpanzees can use probabilities to make decisions about which container to choose food from, given the relative distributions of preferred food items (Rakoczy et al. 2014). When chimpanzees don’t have enough information to solve a task, they seek the information needed (Bohn et al. 2017; Beran et al. 2013). And when they
know that they are right, they anticipate getting a reward and position themselves to quickly receive it (Beran et al. 2015).

**Emotions**

Chimpanzees are emotional beings, expressing such emotions as excitement and anger, empathy and fear. Scientists look at animal behavior, physiology, and social interaction in their studies of chimpanzee emotions (de Waal 2011). The developmental comparative psychologist Kim Bard has documented chimpanzee emotional development, and finds that chimpanzee infants, like human infants, develop their emotional responses in social contexts, for example smiling in response to a caregiver’s smile, or to a caregiver tickling and vocalizing (Bard 2012).

**Language**

While chimpanzees cannot master human languages, and do not have a chimpanzee language with the same kind of grammatical structure as human languages, they do have communication systems, and they can learn to use some elements of human symbolic communicative systems. Washoe, one of a number of chimpanzees used in experiments that exposed them to learning environments typical of human children, was taught some American Sign Language, and used ASL signs to communicate to humans and other chimpanzees for the rest of her life (Fouts 1998). Other chimpanzees have been successfully taught a lexicon symbolic communication system (Savage-Rumbaugh et al. 1998).
Chimpanzees have their own natural communicative system, consisting of vocalizations and gestures. From observations of wild chimpanzees, we know they have alarm calls, food calls, and calls that express emotions (Goodall 1986). The gestural system of chimpanzees appears to be shared with other great apes. For example, when a chimpanzee or a bonobo shows a partner an exaggerated self-directed scratch, the partner initiates grooming the signaler (Graham et al. 2018). Evidence that chimpanzee communication is intentional comes from finding that they will repeat and elaborate on a message when initial attempts to deliver the message fails (Leavens et al. 2005).

**Sentence**

Chimpanzees have the same neuroanatomical structures and mechanisms as other mammals, including various sensory systems, such as those implicated in the sensory and affective components of pain (Knight 2008). As noted by de Waal, chimpanzees essentially have smaller versions of human brains. No new structure in human brains is lacking in chimpanzee brains (de Waal 2016). Scientists widely accept that animals such as chimpanzees are conscious experiencers of their lives, as evidenced by the signing of The Cambridge Declaration on Consciousness in 2012.27

**Rationality**

Tool creation and use indicates the existence of means-end, or instrumental, rationality. Various chimpanzees make and use tools including stones, anvils, and wedges for nut cracking, puncture
tools for opening termite mounds, fishing tools for acquiring termites and ants, leaves as sponges to collect water, and more (Shumaker et al. 2011). Reasoning involves the ability to understand what follows from the information one already has. Experiments demonstrate that chimpanzees and other great apes can understand abstract relationships between material objects involving the notions of “same” and “different” (Tomasello and Call 1997). They solve tasks that suggest they may be engaged in reasoning by exclusion, using cups and treats in a kind of a shell game (Call 2004).

**Self-awareness**

The psychologist Gordon Gallup introduced the mirror self-recognition test for self-awareness, surreptitiously marking chimpanzee and human infants and exposing them to a mirror. When a marked subject touches the mark more frequently when there is a mirror available than when there is not, the subject passes the test, and so demonstrates self-awareness (Gallup 1970). Chimpanzees are among the species who can pass this test, though, of course, not all individual chimpanzees in any given test pass.

**Sociality**

Chimpanzees are social beings, and have robust social cognitive capacities. They take other chimpanzees to be agents, recognizing intentions in others. Chimpanzees can distinguish between unwilling and unable actors (Call et al. 2004) and between helpers and hinderers (Krupenye and Hare 2018). Chimpanzees pass the false belief task, long thought to be evidence of having a theory of mind (Krupenye et al. 2016; Buttelmann et al. 2017) – they can predict
others’ behavior and anticipate others’ desires, even when others have a false belief.

Chimpanzees also show sensitivity to others’ informational states, and will inform ignorant chimpanzees, but not knowledgeable chimpanzees, about the presence of fearful stimuli, like snakes (Crockford et al. 2012). Chimpanzees are able to navigate quite complex physical and social worlds, acting intentionally and seeking information as needed. Coalitions and alliances among a subset of chimpanzees in a group, which are a widespread social strategy in chimpanzee communities, evince capacities to coordinate behavior, realize preferences (including preferences about treatment), and secure social influence (Mitani et al. 2010). There is evidence that wild chimpanzee food sharing is based on a score-keeping form of reciprocity (Jaeggi and Gurven 2013), and that chimpanzees hunt monkeys cooperatively (Boesch 1994).

Not all scientists agree about all capacities of chimpanzees. The comparative developmental psychologist Michael Tomasello, for example, argues that chimpanzees lack reciprocity, joint action, and cooperation, based on results of his cognitive studies on captive chimpanzees (Tomasello 2016). We expect that further research on behaviors related to reciprocity will lead to better understanding of the extent to which chimpanzees are like and unlike human groups where cooperation and exchange is concerned.

**Autonomy, welfare, and sanctuaries**

That chimpanzees are autonomous in the ways we have described has clear connections with three considerations that bring together animal welfare or well-being, and ethics. First, “choice” and “control” are increasingly viewed as important in designing captive environments to better
meet the needs of cognitively and emotionally complex nonhuman animals (Maple and Perdue 2013). Second, adequate sanctuary environments can have a rehabilitative effect on chimpanzees who express behavioral problems due to inadequacies in their past captive environments, and harms they have experienced (Wobber and Hare 2011). Third, autonomy foregrounds harms that arise when an individual is coerced, deceived, forced, or manipulated into actions that they would not otherwise choose given their preferences and values (Beauchamp and Wobber 2014). This section will discuss the first two of these considerations while the next section will discuss the third.

That chimpanzees make choices and have some control over their daily lives reflects the kinds of capacities chimpanzees enjoy. As already indicated, free-living chimpanzees live in complex social worlds. Their communities can range from a handful of members (Stumpf 2011: 347) to well over 160 (Stanford 2018). The fission-fusion style of social life seen in free-living chimpanzees permits a great deal of choice and control, including getting distance from particular members of the community, choice in sexual encounters (perhaps outside the watchful eye of higher ranking chimpanzees within the community, or with chimpanzees from rival communities), choice of where to forage for food, or whether to explore or play rather than feed (Stumpf 2011). The rationality and autonomy of chimpanzees are utilized to make the choices that they do.

Choice and control in chimpanzee social lives also impacts their emotional well-being. The social lives of free-living chimpanzees are not dissimilar from our own. They can form strong and stable friendship bonds with community members and have preferences about with whom
they sit and groom, (that is, hanging out). Because chimpanzee males do not typically leave their natal community, the bonds between males can be particularly strong, and family bonds between siblings as well as children and mothers play a significant social role. Primatologists have uncovered the social role of coalitions and alliances that provide their members access to food, or receptive members of their community, or even positions of social influence (Stumpf 2011). Conflicts can be reasonably interpreted as social moments where preferences are expressed, and resolution or consolation as social moments where comfort is provided and valued relationships are affirmed (de Waal 1996). Through social learning, chimpanzees come to understand how to behave around others with whom they are living, who enjoys what friendships and allegiances, and who has greater social influence or dominance (Matsuzawa 2010; Mitani et al 2010). This information is used to choose with whom to affiliate, which in turn impacts chimpanzees’ emotional regulation and stress hormones (Wittig et al. 2016).

The daily lives of free-living chimpanzees are filled with choices, both great and small, and choices carry greater physical and social significance as chimpanzees age in their communities. For example, the nature of dependency changes as juveniles mature and become both more independent and responsible for their actions (for example, adult tolerance for how young chimpanzees behave changes as they age) and females typically leave their communities around puberty to find new ones (Humle 2006; Stumpf 2011). Chimpanzees not only exercise choice, they must learn not to behave impulsively. Responding aggressively to a higher ranked chimpanzee or group of chimpanzees can generate conflict and result in personal injury or, in the extreme, isolation. Seeking a sexual encounter with a receptive member of the community can lead to conflict if care is not taken to avoid the watchful eye of a higher ranked male chimpanzee.
Vocalizations that alert members of the community to sources of food, if unmodulated, can deny a chimpanzee first access to food or the ability to eat to their satisfaction (e.g., Brosnan and de Waal 2000). These all bear a relation to self-governance, which is a hallmark of autonomy as we have described it.

The cognitive and affective complexity of chimpanzee life is tied to welfare needs for greater choice and control within captive environments. In zoos and biomedical laboratories it is increasingly recognized that boredom can have profound and detrimental effects on an animal’s physical and psychological well-being. Stereotypies, which are abnormal behaviors such as body rocking, repetitive behaviors, and self-injury, are recognized as indicators of poor welfare and are thought to be ways for such animals to cope with impoverished (and sometimes stressful) environments (Maple and Perdue 2013). Forcing animals to comply with demands, instead of training them, for example, to move to a different cage or part of an enclosure, or comply with veterinary care, causes significant stress that can later be expressed in aggression, stereotypies, or social isolation (Bloomsmith, Marr, and Maple 2007; Perlman et al 2010; Perlman et al 2012; Wolfensohn and Lloyd 2013). Some primatologists have also discovered that chimpanzees enjoy and seek out puzzles and tasks that they can solve or successfully accomplish. Providing opportunities to choose—for example, to choose where they hang out and with whom, when to eat a snack or sleep—helps relieve boredom and reduce stress (Ross 2010).

Adequate sanctuaries provide such opportunities for choice and control, and provide environments in which chimpanzees who have come from places where they have experienced significant harms and social isolation can begin to heal. They can live with other chimpanzees in
ways that over time permit them to develop skills, capacities, and knowledge that better reflect what it means for a chimpanzee to be a chimpanzee. To illustrate, consider one of the largest sanctuaries in the continental US. Chimp Haven, which resides on 200 acres, is currently home to over 200 chimpanzees. Chimpanzees are housed socially, which means they get to socially interact in group sizes currently ranging from 9 to 23. They are provided climbing structures, toys, and foraging puzzles (e.g., artificial ‘termite mounds’ containing treats), some of which provides them with tool-learning opportunities. Because they have some large enclosures (such as 3 to 5 acre forested habitats), individuals can distance themselves from other chimpanzees and humans, while the habitats provide opportunities to climb, explore, and relax. Their veterinarians use positive reinforcement training to secure the cooperation of the resident chimpanzees. This minimizes the use of sedation, which for geriatric chimpanzees can be dangerous, and is also far less stressful to the chimpanzees.

**Autonomy and ethics**

Autonomous individuals have a basic interest in exercising their autonomy (Beauchamp and Childress 2001). Violating a basic interest is widely regarded as a harm, so violating someone’s autonomy is a harm. It is important to contrast the development and exercise of autonomous capacities of free-living chimpanzees with what is possible for chimpanzees in many captive environments. Zoos can impose significant restrictions on movement, the size of the community, the daily opportunities for choice, and with whom chimpanzees interact. Biomedical laboratories do the same, but the nature of the work and the need to control factors that can confound scientific results has meant
that chimpanzees too often live in even more socially and physically impoverished environments and face stressors associated, not just with standard veterinary care or the presence of humans, but with various protocols shaped by the relevant studies in which they are used (for some examples see Bloomsmith and Else 2005). Although the life prospects for biomedical laboratory chimpanzees in the US are changing, there are still many currently housed in the laboratories where they were used in harmful research.

The Fourth Department ruled, and the First Department concurred, that habeas corpus relief is not available to Kiko or Tommy because the NhRP is not seeking their release from captivity, but rather their relocation to a suitable sanctuary. This judgment heavily depends on lumping together markedly different kinds of captivity. Our discussion of autonomy provides a way to usefully compare Kiko’s and Tommy’s current captive conditions to those they could enjoy in a sanctuary. Both Kiko and Tommy are currently housed alone and in small enclosures. Should they be relocated to sanctuaries such as Chimp Haven or Save the Chimps several things would change. They would no longer be housed alone, and would no longer be confined indoors. They would have markedly more freedom to roam, explore, and forage. They would have the opportunity to develop and exercise more typical chimpanzee social capacities, and expand their goals and preferences to reflect the greater opportunities afforded them. All of these changes would allow Kiko and Tommy the kind of choice and control they currently lack, which would satisfy their basic interests. In their current conditions of captivity their interests in acting autonomously are profoundly violated. A sanctuary such as Chimp Haven or Save the Chimps promises not only much greater freedom, but a setting where their autonomous capacities would be respected.
Conclusion

Kiko and Tommy are persons because they are autonomous. This is the philosophical essence of the NhRP’s legal position and the reason that the NhRP holds that these chimpanzees are entitled to protection as persons. On the most plausible philosophical account of autonomy, and the most accurate reading of the scientific literature, the NhRP’s argument is sound. Our argument for this employs a cluster conception of personhood widely accepted among philosophers as superior to essentialist conceptions because it can recognize the personhood and protect the equal moral status of all human persons. Once we appreciate the virtues of the cluster conception of personhood, we cannot deny that individuals of species other than *Homo sapiens* may be persons according to that conception. Kiko and Tommy are paradigmatic examples of such individuals. We owe them the kind of consideration all persons deserve.
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6 Conclusions

Under US law the courts have a limited set of options as to how they regard chimpanzees such as Kiko and Tommy: they are either persons or things. The First, Third, and Fourth Departments of the Appellate Division of the New York Supreme Court have so far refused to recognize that Kiko and Tommy are persons, and so they remain things under law. Our contention has been that the reasons provided by the courts are either inadequate, or they actually support the personhood of Kiko and Tommy.

Perhaps, however, the paucity of the options is part of the problem. If a third option were available—that is, if there was some other way for the courts to approach the status of chimpanzees—then the decision of the courts might change. After briefly summarizing what we have argued in earlier chapters, we consider a third option, one some legal reformers and animal advocates have recently defended: the category of ‘sentient being.’ The introduction of this third category into the legal system might mean that chimpanzees such as Kiko and Tommy would not be limited to the two possibilities discussed above.

This third option has gained popularity in a number of European and Latin American countries, and a few American voices are calling for the U.S. to follow suit. However, even if it became a legal reality in the U.S. context, having this third option would not change our view that Kiko and Tommy are best regarded as persons under the law. But first, a brief recap of what we argued.


Our Argument

In ruling against the NhRP and denying habeas corpus relief to Kiko and Tommy, the courts relied on an inconsistent and, at times, incoherent understanding of what it means to be a person. As we have shown, their rulings vacillate between competing interpretations of personhood, often within the same sentence, making it unclear what specific conception they were actually favoring. As philosophers, we set out to clearly differentiate the various conceptions deployed by the courts so as to investigate how each, when properly understood, bears on the question of Kiko’s and Tommy’s status as either persons or things.

To reiterate, our aim in this investigation was never to offer a positive account of personhood. Among the thirteen of us there is no consensus about the nature of personhood. Our aim as philosophers was simply to demonstrate that on any justifiable conception of personhood recognized by the courts, Kiko and Tommy are persons.

As the preceding chapters make clear, we were able to identify three different conceptions of personhood found in the courts’ rulings, based on species membership, the social contract, or community membership. The courts fail to distinguish between these conceptions and often employ more than one. The fourth conception, capacities, is the one introduced by the NhRP in their petition.

We reject the species membership account of personhood as unjustifiable. This account confers moral and legal status upon the members of a morally irrelevant taxonomic classification, and
arbitrarily privileges *Homo sapiens* while excluding members of other biological groups. Of the four accounts mobilized by the courts, this is by far the most deeply entrenched in the legal, social, and intellectual fabric of the U.S. (and elsewhere). That does not change the fact that the justification typically given in its defense is inconsistent with contemporary evolutionary biology.

We reject the suggestion that the social contract, which frames our legal and social institutions and expectations, creates persons. On the courts’ view, only contractors can be persons. But this view is confused. Virtually all versions of social contract theory, classical and contemporary, understand that to be a contractor, one must be a person first, and insist that the real function of the social contract is to create and define citizenship, not personhood. Even if one grants the courts’ assertion that Kiko and Tommy are excluded from the social contract (which is contested), this would be a reason to deny them citizenship, but not personhood.

We address the courts’ claim that personhood is a function of community membership and requires the right kind of connection to the human community. This view comes in two different but related versions: the personhood-by-proxy account (which links personhood to social recognition) and the social personhood account (which links it with being situated in webs of interpersonal relationships). On either version, we argued, Kiko and Tommy are members of the relevant communities, and so are persons.
We defend the capacities approach favored by the NhRP. On this account, an individual is a person if they possess one or more morally and legally relevant capacities, such as autonomy. Chimpanzees possess many of these capacities, including autonomy, and so qualify as persons.

At least two significant moral and legal implications follow from the argument developed in these four chapters:

(a) Since under current U.S. law every entity must be categorized as either a person or a thing, Kiko and Tommy clearly should be categorized as persons.

(b) Perhaps more decisively, there exists no conception of personhood that includes all humans who should be included, in the way they should be included, and excludes animals such as chimpanzees.

A Third Category: Sentient Beings

Some critics of chimpanzee personhood have argued that rather than fighting to secure legal personhood for chimpanzees, the NhRP should fight to expand the options available in the U.S. legal system to include a third category that better reflects our collective views about the legal status of nonhuman animals (Berdik 2013, Favre 2009). As they see it, the problem is not that we have historically failed to recognize the personhood of chimpanzees (and other animals), but that our legal system is not fine-grained enough to do justice to the place they occupy in our moral universe. The notion that objects in the world can be neatly pigeonholed into two broad
categories—person and thing—is itself the problem because there are entities that are more than things but less than persons. All nonhuman animals, and presumably no humans, occupy this interstitial territory.

The push for a third category has been a key component of various animal protection measures passed in Europe and the Americas. These reforms have used the term ‘sentient beings’ to denote entities whose legal status is taken to lie somewhere between thinghood and personhood.

Consider the following recent examples:

In February 2015, the French Parliament reformed the French Civil Code by adding Article 515-14, which defined animals as *des êtres vivants doués de sensibilité* or ‘sentient beings’ (Le Neindre 2017 et al.: 13).

In December 2015, the provincial government of Quebec passed Bill 54, an anti-cruelty statute that defined animals as ‘sentient beings’ and imposed heavy penalties on those found guilty of cruelty toward animals. It does not, however, change their status as property (*The Canadian Press* 2015: 1).

In December 2015, the Congress of Colombia passed Bill 172, imposing some of the most stringent anti-cruelty protocols in Latin America. The law explicitly states that animals, as *seres sintientes*, or ‘sentient beings,’ “are not things” (Contreras 2016: 3)
In February 2017, Mexico City ratified a new constitution that recognizes all animals as sentient beings “with inherent dignity,” and stipulates that “all persons [in Mexico City] have an ethical duty and juridical obligation to respect the life and integrity of nonhuman animals,” which “by their nature are subjects of moral consideration” (Ortega 2017: 1).

Similar reforms have passed in Germany, Austria, Brazil, Switzerland, and the Netherlands (Le Neindre et al. 2017: 13). We might speculate that these legal developments will yield improvements in animal welfare and protection, and perhaps change social attitudes about the moral worth of animals, not by recognizing nonhuman animals as persons but by giving them a classification of their own: ‘sentient beings.

Not surprisingly, however, there has been disagreement about what the creation of a new legal category for animals means legally, socially, and politically. In France, for example, some have interpreted this third category as creating a whole new class of persons (so that one can differentiate between human and nonhuman persons), while others have interpreted it as creating a new class of things (so that one can differentiate between sentient and insentient property) (Le Neindre et al. 2017: 14).

To date, efforts to move from two to three legal options for classifying nonhuman animals have not been particularly successful in terms of actually changing animals’ status as property. Indeed, these efforts sometimes further entrench that status, resulting in a confused and confusing legal status. The 2015 reform to the French Civil Code is a good illustration of this troubling trend. Though the reform recognizes that “animals are sentient living beings” it also states: “Aside from
specific regulations that protect them, animals have to be legally treated as property” (Le Neindre et al. 2017: 13). Thus, the reform may be purely symbolic since it adds a new legal classification without invalidating the claim that animals are property under the law (Bolis 2014). The problem with this position is obvious. If you can treat an entity as a thing, it will remain a thing even if you call it by a different name.

An additional worry about this third category approach is that although it gives animals a new place in our legal systems, it may inadvertently encourage the continuation of an arbitrary division between humans and other animals by placing humans on a ‘higher’ moral level (see chapters 1 and 2). This worry notwithstanding, the third category approach may also benefit animals, and that matters ethically. Perhaps, for instance, it will succeed at giving animals fundamental rights (or certain protections akin to rights), such as the right to liberty or freedom from torture. If it does, then on matters concerning those rights, there may be no difference, as far as the law is concerned, between entities that we classify as ‘sentient beings’ and those we classify as persons. If it does not, then the ethical propriety of such a third category is in doubt.

Furthermore, we need to recognize the possibility that the introduction of this third category may not just affect the legal status of nonhuman animals. If we start regarding certain animals as sentient beings as a way of not recognizing them as persons, it is possible that such re-assignments will not be limited to nonhuman animals. The creation of a category of beings who are sentient but not persons threatens to reinsert discriminatory hierarchies into philosophical and ethical discussions of personhood. It offers a possible legal mechanism for discriminatory
attempts to re-classify certain humans from persons to ‘sentient beings’ under the law. In our analysis, we have taken pains to avoid these types of hierarchies.

**Further Implications**

We end this book by encouraging the reader to think more broadly about where our argument might take us when it comes to the treatment and legal status of nonhuman animals in our societies.

First and foremost, humans are in the habit of making arbitrary and unjustified distinctions that profoundly and adversely affect the lives of other animals. We must think more critically about these distinctions. Our use of animals in biomedical research and our differential treatment of domestic animals illustrate the devastating effects of these unjustified distinctions.

There are numerous discriminatory legal regulations and policies that protect animals only relative to their location or use in greater society. For instance, animal welfare standards variously apply to such animals as birds, fish, horses, pigs, and rabbits, depending on whether they are companion animals, or used in biomedical research or agriculture. As companion animals, they enjoy the kind of moral regard and legal protections afforded companion cats or dogs. As farm animals, or animals used in biomedical research, they do not. Our point here is not that common moral regard and extant legal protections for companion animals are ideal or adequate, but they are importantly different and offer more protection than is afforded to the very
same animals when they are raised on farms for human consumption, and under law are considered livestock.

These arbitrary distinctions conflict with our stance that a commitment to formal justice requires us to treat like cases alike. Of course, formal justice does not recognize the distinctness of individuals within or across species, but it does encourage us to pay attention to relevant similarities within and across species, and to be vigilant about odious distinctions without difference that threaten the objectivity of our moral and legal norms. At the very least, a commitment to justice challenges us to reconsider the sphere of justice, and to recognize that Kiko and Tommy belong within that sphere.
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